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UNIFIED FUNCTORIAL SIGNAL REPRESENTATION III:
FOUNDATIONS, REDUNDANCY, L0 AND L2 FUNCTORS
SALIL SAMANT AND SHIV DUTT JOSHI
Abstract. In this paper we propose and lay the foundations of a functorial
framework for representing signals. By incorporating additional category-theoretic
relative and generative perspective alongside the classic set-theoretic measure the-
ory the fundamental concepts of redundancy, compression are formulated in a novel
authentic arrow-theoretic way. The existing classic framework representing a signal
as a vector of appropriate linear space is shown as a special case of the proposed
framework. Next in the context of signal-spaces as a categories we study the various
covariant and contravariant forms of L0 and L2 functors using categories of measur-
able or measure spaces and their opposites involving Boolean and measure algebras
along with partial extension. Finally we contribute a novel definition of intra-signal
redundancy using general concept of isomorphism arrow in a category covering the
translation case and others as special cases. Through category-theory we provide
a simple yet precise explanation for the well-known heuristic of lossless differential
encoding standards yielding better compressions in image types such as line draw-
ings, iconic image, text etc; as compared to classic representation techniques such
as JPEG which choose bases or frames in a global Hilbert space.
1. Introduction
Signal representation lies at the heart of how information is represented in signals
making it fundamental to many broad range of applications [16] such as high fidelity
music reproduction, communications, medical imaging, speech processing, radar and
sonar, and oil prospecting. This also makes it intertwined with modern representation
learning [2] which deals with the problem of effective data representation. Classically
a signal is viewed as an entity varying naturally in time or space and modeled as
an element of a linear function space. Fixed mathematical structures on complete
domain (Rn) such as measure and topology along with symmetry are exploited by
invoking a suitable group action on the signal space; thereby utilizing the techniques
from functional and harmonic analysis developed in the last century; refer [13] and
references therein.
The generative theory of Leyton [18] argues, that in human psychology various
shapes and objects such as sheet music symbols or their aggregates forming melodies
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spaces.
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Sheet music symbol to concrete waveform
Piano Sensor
Figure 1: Functorial system transforming abstract structured melodies to concrete
music signals.
Reflected light to concrete waveform
Physical
object
Reflected
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object
Sensor
Figure 2: Functorial system transforming reflected light with object structure to
concrete image signals.
are highly structured with maximal transfer of previously occurring objects. The
theory also intuitively demonstrates that in general various naturally generated shapes
all have these kind of structures. Motivated by this generative intuition, in this sequel
we utilize the mathematical structure of a groupoid1 to model objects carrying certain
structures or properties and isomorphisms as their transfer. A heuristic discussion
demonstrating advantages of groupoid and fibration over wreath products for such
generative structure can be found in [27] of sequel.
There are two equivalent ways of incorporating a generative groupoid model in
signal representation. The first easier way for a reader with just signal theory and
functional analysis background is using a simple functor; while the second more cat-
egorical way for a reader reasonably well acquainted with (higher) category theory
is using a functor-category model where generators are directly modeled as functors
1An abstract category C consists of a collection X,Y, Z... of objects denoted by Ob(C), for every
pair X,Y ∈ Ob(C), a collection C(X,Y ) = {f : X → Y | X,Y ∈ Ob(C)} of morphisms, for each
X ∈ Ob(C), an identity morphism idX or 1X : X → X and composition C(Y,Z) × C(X,Y ) 7→
C(X,Z), i.e (g, f) 7→ g ◦f , satisfying the unit law for a morphism f : X → Y , idY ◦f = f = f ◦ idX
and usual associativity for X
f−→ Y g−→ Z h−→ W , h ◦ (g ◦ f) = (h ◦ g) ◦ f . A groupoid is a simply a
category in which every morphism is invertible.
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Figure 3: Functorial system transforming words to concrete speech signals.
and transfers are captured through natural transformations; see Section 3.9.
In the easier way, referring Figures 1, 2 and 3 we think of the shaded block compris-
ing of generating and sensing system as a functor. It transforms a groupoid (or more
generally a category) generative structure into a concrete signal as image subcategory.
This model works ideally for the generators which generate waveforms well-separated
in space or time where we can expect the functor to be faithful and injective on ob-
jects for aggregate signal. In general this functor is not faithful due to superposition
of individual waveforms and various other reasons. Nevertheless the concept of ar-
row is a natural setting to model redundancy of signals which makes the functorial
model indispensable. Moreover one can utilize the usual set-theoretic measure theory
and functional analysis along with category-theoretic generative structure through
concept of trivial categorification as studied in [26]. Now for certain subcategories
the functor remains faithful which is discussed later in Section 3.10. Using these
categories we model it as faithful isomorphism-preserving functor F : C → D. As
an example if we denote sheet music symbols (or their aggregates forming melodies)
as objects G1, G2, G3, ... with transfers as a1, a2, ... forming category C then signal
generation mechanism becomes functorial as shown in Equation 1 where the indi-
vidual output waveforms are represented by FG1, FG2, FG3, ... while their preserved
relationships are captured by arrows Fa1, Fa2, ... forming category FC.
G1idG1
** a1 //
a3·a2·a1

a2·a1
&&
G2 idG2
tt
a2

G4idG4
**
G3 idG3
tta3oo
FG1idFG1
44 Fa1 //
Fa3◦Fa2◦Fa1

Fa2◦Fa1 ''
FG2idFG2
jj
Fa2

FG4idFG4
44
FG3idFG3
jjFa3oo
(1)
Practically the natural generators are very complex structured abstract objects
having multiple structures. Depending on a particular structure of interest within the
observed signal, a concrete codomain category is chosen. Then the functor F is con-
strained to be faithful and isomorphism-preserving. Being faithful and isomorphism-
preserving ensures that using isomorphisms in the category FC we can uniquely infer
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transfers (isomorphisms) between generators (objects) thereby directly gaining some
insight into generative mechanism of source. In this work, we shall be particularly in-
terested in measurable and measure-preserving structures motivated by translational,
scaling, amplitude redundancies very common in classic image, audio and speech sig-
nals. This interested is also attributed to connections with classical representation
techniques in spaces of measurable functions such as L2(Rn). As mentioned earlier
unfortunately in real world scenarios the equipments are never ideal and further the
superposition of waveforms in observed signal makes the functor non-faithful. This
puts certain limitations on groupoid in the domain category that could be inferred
from the observed signal which we study in Section 3.10 along with possible solutions
and work-around. Interestingly by using the classic set-theoretic measure theory in
addition to pure category theory certain limitations could be effectively overcome
by using novel concept of trivial categorification; introduced in [26] of the sequel.
Loosely speaking this treats objects as trivial categories and therefore we can uti-
lize additional set-theoretic properties of objects independently along with treating
them simply as objects of enclosing category. As an example, in the context of this
paper a measurable function f : (I,ΣI) → (R,ΣB) which is an object of Meas→ is
also a trivial category and therefore by considering additional property of R being a
field, it is can be point-wise added to and multiplied by any other measurable func-
tion g : (I,ΣI) → (R,ΣB). In other words, f is simultaneously an element of Riesz
space L0I and this property is independent of it being an object of Meas
→ which
recognizes only measurable structure on R. This novel concept of using set-theory
alongside category-theory simultaneously for signal representation is explored in this
paper.
1.1. Motivation. In this section, we first visually motivate the functorial viewpoint
of signal through Figures 4 and 5 and then we summarize the major differences of
proposed functorial framework from classic representation in Table 1 which stand as
prime motivations for a functorial framework . These are explained later in Section 2.
The fundamental concept of treating a signal as functor is not new and is first explored
in the context of topology in [24]. However there are some subtle differences in
this work as discussed in Section 3. Nevertheless it stands as third motivation in
addition to category-theoretic relative perspective of [12] and generative intuition
of [18] towards developing this framework in sequel.
Figure 4 gives a visual depiction of proposed functorial signal representation frame-
work. We enumerate the salient features of this framework as follows;
1. Complete signal (a measurable function) f = ... q (fI) q (fK) q (fJ) q ...
is naturally the coproduct in category Meas→ or functor category Meas2,
where subobjects (fI), (fK), (fJ), ... are local real-valued partial functions
on disjoint half-open intervals I, J , K, ....
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R
I K J
fI = F (G1)
Subspace L0I
fK = F (G3)
Subspace L0K
fJ = F (G2)
Subspace L0J
Global space L0R
(0, 0) t
f(t)
Figure 4: Functorial signal representation: Global Signal f is chopped into naturally
related local sub-signals ..(fI),(fK),.. thought of lying in a category.
2. The underlying generators(capturing the intuition of generative theory in [18])
of a signal are directly modeled either as functors G1,G2,G3,... or else as objects
of base category C. The transfers (or isomorphisms) between the generators are
automatically captured via natural transformations (or natural isomorphisms)
or base category arrows a1, a2, ....
3. Then functorial representation models the signal either as a functor F : C→ D
or as a subcategory of the usual functor category Meas2
4. Whenever G1 and G2 are isomorphic, the corresponding subobjects (fI), (fJ)
also become isomorphic via (h, φ) whenever the functor preserves this isomor-
phism. Then (fJ) is naturally viewed as redundant relative to (fI).
5. By considering a field property on the underlying set of R, the objects of Meas→
such as (fI) are also set-theoretically elements of Riesz spaces L0I additionally
bringing usual set-theoretic measure-theory alongside category theory for signal
representation. Properties of null-ideal, measure on (I,ΣI) allows introducing
equivalence classes (fI)• ∈ L0(I,ΣI ,N (µI)), (fI)• ∈ L2(I,ΣI , µI) through
set-theoretic measure-theory.
6. The arrow (h, φ) in certain cases induces T(h,φ−1) : L
2(I,ΣI , µI)→ L2(J,ΣJ , µJ)
and signal space becomes a subcategory in Hilb or Riesz matched to its gen-
erative structure as shown in Figure 5.
The proposed mathematical model of a functor for natural generating mechanism
of a signal offers various additional benefits when compared to classic representation
techniques:
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• Signal source as base category: In classic case, the mathematical struc-
ture of a source generating a signal carrying information of interest is usually
not taken into consideration. From the perspective of information theory it is
treated as either memoryless or with memory. By modeling a source with mem-
ory as a groupoid in tune with generative intuition we seek to capture isomorphic
relationships between waveforms generated by the source directly impacting the
amount of perceived information in signal. The memoryless source as a special
case having no interdependencies of successive messages is modeled as a discrete
category.
• Redundancy using relative perspective: Classic redundancy is defined as
ratio of actual rate of source to its absolute rate and indicates the maximum
possible data compression ratio by which bits in its efficient representation can
be decreased. In functorial model, the relative perspective offered by category
theory provides an authentic tool to model interdependence between messages or
sub-signals. This leads to arrow-theoretic structural definition of redundancy. It
also becomes possible to understand compression in a natural category-theoretic
way.
• Signal space as a category: The generic signal or message spaces such as
L2(Rn) cater mainly to memoryless sources since the linearly independent basis
best model sub-signals or messages which are independent. In functorial model
observed signal becomes an image subcategory inducing additional category
structure on domain such as Rn. The Signal space in certain cases can be
modeled as a category matched to the generative structure of the signal and
therefore unique to every signal.
In summary, the category-theoretic perspective views signal f = ...q (fI)q
(fK)q (fJ)q ... as the coproduct object in category Meas→ where the subobjects
are related by special arrows (h, φ) : (fI) → (fJ). The generative perspective
views objects (fI) = F (G1) as having correspondence to natural generators G1
such as melodies/physical objects/linguistic words related by arrow a : G1 → G2
modeled using a functor F : C → Meas→. Finally the Set-theoretic measure-
theory perspective utilizes field property on the underlying set of measurable space
(R,ΣB), treating (fI) also as an element of Riesz space L0I . Moreover the classic
signal representation techniques don’t take into account any special mathematical
modeling of signal source and utilize pure set-theoretic measure theory and functional
analysis. In the proposed functorial model the mathematical modeling of source as a
category facilitates combining both category-theory (especially for relative viewpoint)
and set-theoretic measure theory (for computational viewpoint) simultaneously.
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L2(I,ΣI , µI )
0
(fI)•
L2(K,ΣK , µK)
0
(fK)•
L2(J,ΣJ , µJ )
0
(fJ)•
T
(h,φ−1)
Figure 5: Signal space as a subcategory of Hilb or Riesz
1.2. Notation and Terminology. (F,C,D): Abstract graph of a functor, D→:
Arrow category of category D. fI : Restriction (f |I) of function f to domain I,
Meas : Category of measurable spaces (X,ΣX) and measurable maps (functions)
f : X → Y , Measure : Category of measure spaces (X,ΣX , µ) and inverse-measure-
preserving morphisms f : X → Y , LocMeas : Category of localizable measurable
spaces (X,ΣX ,N (µ)) and f • a.e. equivalence classes of non-singular measurable
maps f : X → Y , LocMeasure : Category of localizable measure spaces (X,ΣX , µ)
and f • a.e. equivalence classes of inverse-measure-preserving maps f : X → Y ,
compBoolAlg : Category of Dedekind σ-complete Boolean algebras B and se-
quentially order-continuous Boolean homomorphisms pi : B → A, MeasureAlg :
Category of measure algebras (B, µ¯) and SOC measure-preserving Boolean homo-
morphisms pi : B → A, countMeas : Subcategory of Meas (or LocMeas) of mea-
surable spaces (X,PX) (or (X,PX,φ))and measurable maps (functions) f : X → Y ,
countMeasure : Subcategory of Measure (or LocMeasure) of measure spaces
(X,PX, count) and inverse-measure-preserving maps f : X → Y , Riesz : Category
of Riesz spaces and Riesz homomorphisms, BanLatt : Category of Banach lattices
and bounded Riesz homomorphisms, Hilb : Category of Hilbert spaces and con-
tinuous(bounded) linear maps, compBoolAlg : Category of Dedekind σ-complete
Boolean algebras B and sequentially order-continuous Boolean homomorphisms pi :
B→ A, compBoolAlg : Category of Dedekind σ-complete Boolean algebras B and
sequentially order-continuous Boolean homomorphisms pi : B → A, L0(X,ΣX) : (or
L0 = L0(µ)) Space of virtually measurable real-valued functions f defined on coneg-
ligible subsets of X, L0X : Space of measurable real-valued functions f defined on X,
Lp(X,ΣX) : (or L
p = Lp(µ), p ∈ (1,∞)) Set of functions f ∈ L0 = L0(µ) such that
|f |p is integrable, L0(X,ΣX , µ) : (or L0 = L0(µ) = L0(X,ΣX ,N (µ))) Set of equiva-
lence classes f • in L0(µ) under =a.e., L
p(X,ΣX , µ) : (or L
p = Lp(µ), p ∈ (1,∞)) Set
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Contemporary function based model Proposed functorial model
Signal as entity varying in time or space
modeled mathematically as a function
Signal as a functor from a category (modeling
generative structure)to a category (modeling observed waveforms)
Simple 1D time signal as measurable
function f : (R, ΣˆB)→ (R,ΣB)
Simple 1D time signal as FC
using a functor F : C→Meas→
Signal f : (R, ΣˆB)→ (R,ΣB) viewed as a special case
F : C→Meas→; C being some discrete category.
Signal as a family of objects F (G1) = fI, F (G2) = fJ, ...
along with non-trivial arrows F (a1), F (a2), ...
Space L0R(µ) canonically isomorphic
to
∏
i∈(I,J,..) L
0
i(µi) via f 7→ (fI, fJ, ...)
fJ = Fa(FG1) = fI-valued point of fJ + ∆J
(fI, fJ, ...) as family of generalized elements and ∆s
Using properties of =a.e., measure, |f |2 integrable,
field R, f • ∈ L0(R, ΣˆB,N (µ)), f • ∈ L2(R, ΣˆB, µ)
Properties of null-ideal,measure on (I,ΣI), R as field
permits (fI)• ∈ L0(I,ΣI ,N (µI)), (fI)• ∈ L2(I,ΣI , µI)
Signal space is generically fixed
as L0(R, ΣˆB,N (µ)) or L2(R, ΣˆB, µ).
When arrows (h, φ), (h′, φ′), ... uniquely define operators
the resulting subcategory in Hilb or Riesz is signal matched.
Signal space is a fixed object L2(R, ΣˆB, µ) in Hilb
or Riesz where L2 : LocMeasure→ Riesz
When C ⊆ LocMeasure is generative category,
then generative signal matched space is directly modeled as L2(C)
When C = 1, time axis thought of as single base
corresponding to the object (R, ΣˆB) of Meas.
Multiple (I,ΣI),(J,ΣJ),... bases and change of base
in opposite Measop leading to celebrated relative viewpoint.
Classic signal f • ∈ L2(R,ΣLeb, µ) = L2(µ)
f • 7→ [(fI)•, (fJ)•, ...]
When C ⊆ LocMeasure, signal f • = [(fI)•, (fJ)•, ...]
(fJ)• represented as ∆J + L2(φ−1)(fI)•
In summary no mathematical modeling of signal
source, pure set-theoretic measure theory
In summary mathematical modeling of source as category
combining both category and set-theoretic measure theory
Table 1: A summary of major differences between conventional and functorial signal
model
of functions {f • : f ∈ Lp} ⊆ L0 = L0(µ) in L0(µ) under =a.e..
2. On L0 and L2 functors
In this section we study in detail all possible cases of L0 and L2 functors including the
special cases of l0, l2 and their extension to partial categories. These are inevitably
required in the context of proposed functorial signal representation model when the
measure structure of generative base category is of interest for various reasons as
motivated in Section 1.1.
2.1. Base or Domain categories C,Cop. All set-theoretic Lp constructions are
inherently functors referring [9]. We will consider two major categories LocMeas a
category of localizable measurable spaces refer [21], [6] LocMeasure a category
of localizable measure spaces and their opposites. These categories are useful in
context of L0 and L2 (or Lp, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞). Next we consider special subcategories
countMeas,countMeasure and partial monic derived category Par(LocMeas,M),
PInj of the earlier categories as summarized in Table 2 to cover almost all the cases
of l0 and l2 (or lp, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞).
Initially we attempted generalizing the example of l2 functor on the category PInj
as studied in [14] through the concept of restriction and inverse categories using un-
derlying category of localizable measurable spaces with finite products. However later
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referring to the work [9] and references therein we discovered that the functoriality
of function spaces is well-studied in the context of Boolean and measure algebras.
This made it easier to apply directly in signal representation the perspectives on a
functor developed in [26] to shed light on fundamental concepts of redundancy and
compression.
Base category C Opposite category Cop
LocMeas LocMeasop
LocMeasure LocMeasureop
countMeas or countLocMeas countMeasop or countLocMeasop
countMeasure or countLocMeasure countMeasureop or countLocMeasureop
PInj, Par(LocMeas,M) PInj, Par(LocMeas,M)
Table 2: Various base categories covering all cases of functors L0, L2, l0, l2.
2.2. Objects of C,Cop. Theorem 2.4 essentially relates the objects of categories
LocMeas, LocMeasop, LocMeasure, LocMeasureop.
2.3. Definition. For a measure space (X,Σ, µ), (B, µ¯), as constructed in Theo-
rem 2.4, is called the measure algebra of (X,Σ, µ).
2.4. Theorem. Let (X,ΣX , µ) be a measure space, and N be the null ideal of µ.
Corresponding to the measurable space (X,ΣX ,N ) we have B as the Boolean algebra
quotient ΣX/ΣX ∩N . Then we can associate a functional µ¯ : B→ [0,∞] defined by
setting
µ¯E• = µE for every E ∈ ΣX ,
and (B, µ¯) is a measure algebra corresponding to (X,ΣX , µ). The canonical map
E 7→ E• : ΣX → B is sequentially order-continuous.
Proof. (a) From Proposition .12 and its corollary .13, it follows that B is a Dedekind
σ-complete Boolean algebra. By Corollary .25, E 7→ E• is sequentially order-continuous,
since ΣX ∩N is a σ-ideal of ΣX .
(b) For E, F ∈ ΣX and E• = F • in B, we have E4F ∈ N , hence using
µ(E \ F ) = µ(F \ E) = 0 (refer Corollary .6) we get µF ≤ µE + µ(F \ E) = µE ≤
µF + µ(E \ F ) = µF or µF = µE. Consequently the defined formula does indeed
define a function µ¯ : B→ [0,∞].
(c) We verify the axioms of Definition .11. First for the equivalence class of empty
set we have µ¯0 = µ¯∅• = µ∅ = 0. Second let 〈an〉n∈N be a disjoint sequence in B.
Now choose for each n ∈ N an En ∈ ΣX such that E•n = an. Note that 〈En〉n∈N
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need not be disjoint although E•n are equivalence classes and therefore partitions of
ΣX . In order to evaluate
∑∞
n=0 µ¯an we form a disjoint sequence 〈Fn〉n∈N by setting
Fn = En \
⋃
i<nEi; then F
•
n = E
•
n \
⋃
i<nE
•
i = E
•
n \ supi<nE•i using fact that B is a
Dedekind σ-complete Boolean algebra. Thus F •n = an \ supi<n ai = an since 〈an〉n∈N
is disjoint. Then µ¯an = µ¯F
•
n = µFn for each n. Now let E =
⋃
n∈N Fn =
⋃
n∈NEn;
then E• =
⋃
n∈N F
•
n = supn∈N F
•
n = supn∈N an. Hence, µ¯E
• = µ¯(supn∈N an) = µE =∑∞
n=0 µFn =
∑∞
n=0 µ¯an. For the last axiom, if a 6= 0, choose an E ∈ ΣX such that
E• = a. But E /∈ N as it belongs to different equivalence class than that of empty
set, so µ¯a = µE > 0. Indeed we have verified that (B, µ¯) is a measure algebra.
Objects of category C Objects of category Cop
(X,ΣX ,N ) (localizable measurable space) B (or complete Boolean algebra ΣX/ΣX ∩N )
(X,ΣX , µ) (localizable measure space) (A, µ¯) (or measure algebra of (X,ΣX , µ))
(X,PX,Φ) (Φ null-ideal of counting measure) B (or atomic complete Boolean algebra ΣX)
(X,PX, counting) (localizable counting measure space) (B, ¯counting) (or measure algebra of counting measure on X)
Objects of PInj or Par(LocMeas,M) Cop via inverse map on arrows if it exists.
Table 3: The Objects of various base categories from which appropriate functors
L0, L2, l0, l2 are defined.
Table 3 summarizes all the objects of base categories. The last case of Par(LocMeas,M)
is essential for the extension of L0 and Par(B,M) where B ⊆ LocMeasure consists
of objects with σ-finite measures caters to the extension of Lp. Then category PInj is
same as Par(countMeas,M) for the extended case of l0 but reduces to special case
of Par(B,M) where B consists of objects (X,PX, counting) with countable X (since
counting measure on a set X is σ-finite iff X is countable) for the extended case of
l2. These extensions were motivated from [14] and makes use of the fact that these
categories are inverse restriction categories (or roughly speaking partial groupoids)
and therefore the arrows are uniquely reversed to form an opposite category from the
objects and arrows of original category. This is possible on account of good cate-
gorical properties of LocMeas especially the finite products which are required for
deriving the partial categories.
2.5. Arrows of C,Cop. Now we discuss the appropriate structure preserving func-
tions or homomorphisms of the base categories. Recall that if X and Y are any
sets and ΣY a σ-algebra of subsets of Y ; then for an arbitrary function f : X → Y
between sets; {f−1[F ] : F ∈ ΣY } is always a σ-algebra of subsets of X. Now only
those functions f are called measurable when {f−1[F ] : F ∈ ΣY } ⊆ ΣX . It is well
known that Meas is a category with measurable spaces such as (X,ΣX), (Y,ΣY ) as
its objects and these measurable functions f as its morphisms. Now the objects of
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LocMeas and LocMeasure could be viewed as measurable spaces with some added
structure such as null ideal or actual measure or dually as appropriate Boolean al-
gebras. Thus the proper structure preserving maps on these objects are measurable
functions which preserve this additional structure such as measurable non-singular
(measure zero-reflecting) morphisms and Inverse-measure-preserving maps and du-
ally the corresponding Boolean homomorphisms which are reviewed here.
The propositions 2.6, 2.7 essentially relates the arrows of categories LocMeas,
LocMeasop, LocMeasure, LocMeasureop.
2.6. Proposition. Let (X,ΣX , µ) and (Y,ΣY , ν) be measure spaces, and correspond-
ingly (B, µ¯), (A, ν¯) their measure algebras. If f : X → Y is a non-singular measur-
able function such that f−1[F ] ∈ ΣX for every F ∈ ΣY and µf−1[F ] = 0 whenever
νF = 0. Then there exists a sequentially order-continuous Boolean homomorphism
φf : A→ B defined by the setting
φfF
• = f−1[F ]• for every F ∈ ΣY .
Proof. Let N (µ) and N (ν) be null ideals of the measures µ and ν respectively.
Let I = ΣX ∩ N (µ) and J = ΣY ∩ N (ν), then from Theorem 2.4 we have B and
A as the Boolean algebra quotients ΣX/I and ΣY /J respectively. By definition of
non-singular measurable function, {f−1[N ] : N ∈ N (ν)} ⊆ N (µ) hence f−1[F ] ∈ I
for every F ∈ J . Now consider F1, F2 ∈ ΣY such that F •1 = F •2 , then F14F2 ∈ J
consequently f−1[F1]4f−1[F2] = f−1[F14F2] ∈ I and f−1[F1]• = f−1[F2]•. So the
setting indeed defines a map φf : A→ B.
Next we prove it is a Boolean homomorphism. For F1, F2 ∈ ΣY , we have
φfF
•
14φfF •2 = f−1[F1]•4f−1[F2]• = (f−1[F1]4f−1[F2])• = f−1[F14F2]• = φf (F14F2)• =
φf (F
•
14F •2 ).
Hence φf (a14a2) = φfa14φfa2 for all a1, a2 ∈ A. Similarly it is easily verified
that, φf (a1 ∩ a2) = φfa1 ∩ a2 for all a1, a2 ∈ A, and finally φf1A = φfY • = f−1[Y ]• =
X• = 1B.
Finally it remains to prove that φf is sequentially order-continuous. To prove this,
let 〈an〉n∈N be a sequence in A. For each n choose an Fn ∈ ΣY such that F •n = an, and
let F =
⋃
n∈N Fn. As the map E 7→ E• : ΣY → A is sequentially order-continuous
either from Theorem .11 or from Corollary .25, F • = supn∈N an in A. Hence
φf (supn∈N an) = φfF
• = f−1[F ]• = (
⋃
n∈N f
−1[Fn])• = supn∈N f
−1[Fn]• = supn∈N φfF
•
n =
supn∈N φfan, proving φf is sequentially order-continuous.
2.7. Proposition. Let (X,ΣX , µ) and (Y,ΣY , ν) be measure spaces, with measure
algebras (B, µ¯) and (A, ν¯). Let f : X → Y be inverse-measure preserving. Then
we have a sequentially order-continuous measure-preserving Boolean homomorphism
φf : A→ B defined by setting φfF • = f−1[F ]• for every F ∈ ΣY .
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Proof. Since f : X → Y is inverse-measure-preserving, f−1[F ] ∈ ΣX and µ(f−1[F ]) =
νF for every F ∈ ΣY . Following Theorem 2.6 it is immediate that φf sequentially
order-continuous Boolean homomorphism. Using µ(f−1[F ]) = νF for every F ∈ ΣY ,
we get µ¯(f−1[F ]•) = µ¯(φfF •) = ν¯F • from Definition 2.3. It is proved that φf : A→ B
is sequentially order-continuous measure-preserving Boolean homomorphism.
Table 4 summarizes all the arrows of base categories.
Arrows of category C Arrows of category Cop
f • a.e. class of Non-singular(M0R) measurable f : X → Y Sequentially order-continuous Boolean homomorphism pif : B→ A
f • a.e. class of Inverse-measure-preserving f : X → Y SOC measure preserving Boolean homomorphism pif : B→ A
Non-singular(M0R) measurable f : X → Y Sequentially order-continuous Boolean homomorphism pif : B→ A
Inverse-measure-preserving f : X → Y SOC measure preserving Boolean homomorphism pif : B→ A
Partial Injections or Partial measurable maps Same as arrows of Inverse Category C
Table 4: The arrows of various base categories from which appropriate functors
L0, L2, l0, l2 are defined.
2.8. Codomain Categories.All Lp function spaces are Riesz spaces. This suggests
that the generic codomain category for L0 and L2 (or Lp, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞) functors is the
category Riesz with objects as Riesz spaces and arrows as Riesz homomorphisms.
However depending upon the kind of structure one is interested on signal space, we
briefly tabulate different codomain categories with objects carrying those structures
and corresponding structure-preserving morphisms as summarized in Table 5.
Structure Structure preserving morphism
Linear space Linear map
Partial order Monotone (order-preserving) map
Lattice Lattice (order-continuous) homomorphism
Partial ordered Linear Space Positive (order-preserving) Linear map
Riesz Space Riesz homomorphism
Topological Linear Space Continuous linear map
Banach Lattice Bounded Riesz homomorphism
Table 5: The combination of structures in codomain categories for functors
L0, L2, l0, l2.
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The standard categories of interest for L0 is the category of Riesz spaces and Riesz
homorphisms (multiplicative sequentially order-continuous Riesz homomorphism);
while for Lp is the category of normed Riesz spaces and norm-presereving Riesz ho-
morphisms (multiplicative sequentially order-continuous Riesz homomorphism). For
L2 the category of Hilbert spaces with continuous linear maps is often most important
from application perspective.
2.9. Functors L0,L2. Having studied the domain and codomain categories, in this
section we formulate various possible major cases of L0 and L2 functors. The main
reference for these cases are volumes [11], [9] of the treatise on unified measure theory.
2.10. Results on Functors L0. In this section, we specifically discuss all results
pertaining to the usual L0 construction of measure theory which can be viewed ap-
propriately as a functor. The discussion and proof for next result is adapted from
Exercise 241X(g) of [11].
2.11. Proposition. [11] Let (X,ΣX ,N (µ)) and (Y,ΣY ,N (ν)) be localizable mea-
surable spaces, and φ : X → Y a non-singular measurable function. Then (a)For
every real valued ΣY -measurable function g defined on Y , gφ is ΣX-measurable. (b)
The map g 7→ gφ : L0(ν) → L0(µ) induces T : L0(ν) → L0(µ) defined by setting
Tg• = (gφ)• for every g ∈ L0. (c) T is linear operator, that preserves multiplicative
structure T (v × w) = Tv × Tw for all v, w ∈ L0(ν), and also lattice structure, that
is T (supn∈N vn) = supn∈N Tvn given 〈vn〉n∈N is a sequence in L0(ν) with a supremum
in L0(ν).
Proof. (a) Noting that every inverse-measure-preserving function by its definition
is always measurable and using Lemma .40, it is immediate that gφ is ΣX-measurable.
Briefly, Let a ∈ R. There exists an F ∈ ΣY such that {y : g(y) ≤ a} = F . Again
there exists an E ∈ ΣX such that φ−1[F ] = E. Hence {x : gφ(x) ≤ a} = E ∈ ΣX .
Since a is arbitrary, gφ is ΣX-measurable.
(b) By definition, L0(ν) is the set of real-valued functions f defined on coneg-
ligible subsets of Y which are virtually measurable, that is, such that fC is mea-
surable for some conegligible set C ⊆ Y . In other words, L0(ν) is just the set of
real-valued functions f , defined on subsets of Y , which are equal almost everywhere
to some ΣY -measurable function g from Y to R. More precisely, if g : Y → R is ΣY -
measurable and f =a.e. g, then C = {y : y ∈ dom f, f(y) = g(y)} is conegligible and
fC = gC is measurable, so f ∈ L0(ν) by part(h) of .41. Now by Proposition .42
=a.e. is an equivalence relation on L
0(ν) and the space L0(ν) is the set of equivalence
classes in L0(ν) under =a.e.. For f ∈ L0(ν), we denote f • for its equivalence class
in L0(ν). Consider f ∈ L0(ν) and g ∈ L0(ν) such that f • = g• in L0(ν). Then
C = {y : y ∈ dom f, f(y) = g(y)} is conegligible and fC = gC is measurable.
Again repeating arguments of Lemma .40 we may conclude (fφ)• = (gφ)•. Explicitly
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let A = φ−1[C] = dom(gC)φ, which is surely conegligible (since φ is non-singular
or zero-reflecting) and a ∈ R. Since fC = gC is ΣY -measurable, by Definition .19
there exists an F ∈ ΣY such that {y : (gC)(y) ≤ a} = {y : (fC)(y) ≤ a} =
F ∩ C. On the other hand, there exists an E ∈ ΣX such that φ−1[F ] = E. Hence
{x : (gC)φ(x) ≤ a} = {x : (fC)φ(x) ≤ a} = A ∩ E ∈ ΣA. Since a is arbitrary,
(gC)φ = (fC)φ is ΣX-measurable. But gφ : X → R is ΣX-measurable and extends
(gC)φ = gφA on a conegligible A ⊆ X. Consequently gφ =a.e. (gC)φ =a.e. (fC)φ
and (fφ)• = (gφ)• in L0(µ). Indeed we have well-defined T : L0(ν) → L0(µ) where
Tg• = (gφ)• for every g ∈ L0(ν).
(c)(i) By Theorem .41 part (b), g + g′ is ΣY -measurable, where (g + g′)(y) =
g(y) + g′(y) for y ∈ Y . Therefore there exists an F ∈ ΣY such that {y : (g + g′)(y) ≤
a} = {y : g(y) + g′(y) ≤ a} = F . But there exists an E ∈ ΣX such that φ−1[F ] = E.
Hence {x : (g + g′)φ(x) ≤ a} = {x : gφ(x) + g′φ(x) ≤ a} = E ∈ ΣX . Since a is
arbitrary, gφ + g′φ = (g + g′)φ is ΣX-measurable. Now from Proposition .46 part
(b) (g + g′)• = g• + g′• in L0(ν) and (gφ)• + (g′φ)• = ((g + g′)φ)• in L0(µ). Hence
T (g + g′)• = ((g + g′)φ)• = (gφ)• + (g′φ)• = Tg• + Tg′•. Similarly using Theorem .41
and Proposition .46 part (c) it follows in same manner for any scalar c ∈ R, that
T (c.g)• = ((c.g)φ)• = c.(gφ)• = c.Tg•. Hence T is a linear operator.
(c)(ii) Using Theorem .41 and Proposition .46 part (d) it follows , that T (g ×
g′)• = ((g × g′)φ)• = (gφ)• × (g′φ)• = Tg• × Tg′•. Hence T preserves multiplication.
(c)(iii) Using Theorem .41 and Proposition .46 part (e) it follows , that T (supn∈N gn)
• =
((supn∈N gn)φ)
• = supn∈N(gφ)
• = supn∈N Tg
•. Hence T preserves lattice structure.
Proposition 2.11 proves that L0 construction is truly functorial; it explicitly sets
up a recipe for defining L0 functor. Also note that we are not really making any
use of second clause in the definition of inverse-measure preserving function, that
is µ(φ−1[F ]) = νF for every F ∈ ΣY . This is intimately related to the fact that L0
theory truly involves only Dedekind σ-complete Boolean algebras rather than measure
algebras as Theorem 2.14 makes this precise. In other words, the measures enter
theory only via their ideals of negligible sets. This directly influences the definition
of L0 functor and stands as motivation behind the category of localizable measurable
spaces and zero-reflecting maps apart from its good properties and generalization to
partial monic derivatives.
2.12. Definition. Let LocMeas, Riesz be the categories as defined earlier. The
(contravariant) functor L0 : LocMeas → Riesz is defined as a mapping that asso-
ciates to each measurable space (X,ΣX ,N (µ)) an object L0(X,ΣX ,N (µ)) := {f • |f ∈
L0(µ)}. The assignment of morphism φ• : (X,ΣX ,N (µ)) → (Y,ΣY ,N (ν)) is given
by
L0(φ•)(g•) = (gφ)• (2)
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where L0(φ•) : L0(Y,ΣY ,N (ν)) → L0(X,ΣX ,N (µ)) is the morphism in Riesz be-
tween Riesz spaces with multiplication, which is also multiplicative sequentially order-
continuous.
We verify the functoriality of L0 now.
The object L0(X,ΣX ,N (µ)) = L0(µ) is a well-defined Archimedean and Dedekind
σ-complete Riesz space; refer Sections 3.13, 3.14. Thus it is a well-defined object of
category Riesz. Next we check if L0(φ•) is a well-defined morphism of Riesz. From
Proposition 2.11, every g• is sent to L0(φ•)(g•) = (gφ)• which is a proper element of
L0(Y,ΣY ,N (ν)) = L0(ν) proving that L0(φ•) is a well-defined morphism in Riesz.
Now we check if composition is preserved with the help of commutative composition
diagram,
(R,ΣB) id // (R,ΣB) id // (R,ΣB)
(X,ΣX) φ
//
gφ
99
gφ
OO
(Y,ΣY ) ψ
//
fψ=g
OO
fψ
99
(Z,ΣZ)
f
OO
(3)
(L0(φ•) ◦ L0(ψ•))(f •) = L0(φ•)[L0(ψ•)(f •)] = L0(φ•)(fψ)• = (fψφ)• (4)
= L0(ψφ)•(f •) = (L0(ψ• · φ•))(f •) (5)
Finally for the identity, L0(id•(Y,ΣY ,N (ν)))(g
•) = (g·id)• = g• implying L0(id•(Y,ΣY ,N (ν))) =
idL0(Y,ΣY ,N (ν)). Indeed functor L
0 is a well-defined contravariant functor.
Ofcourse depending upon the particular structures or their combinations such
as vector, partial order, lattice and multiplication one can easily form variations of
Definition 2.12 which is a sort of prototype, using different codomain categories as
shown in Table 5. One could also generalize to complex L0 using spaces based on
complex-valued functions instead of real-valued functions bearing in mind that the
usual order structure does not hold. Here one can make use of L0C = L
0
C(ν) for the
space of complex-valued functions g such that dom g is a conegligible subset of Y and
there is a conegligible subset C ⊆ Y such that gC is measurable; which means the
real and imaginary parts of g both belong to L0(ν).
In the special case of µ and ν being counting measures (and therefore point-
supported by Definition .15) on sets X and Y the Riesz spaces L0(µ) becomes
L0(µ) = RX itself, since ΣX = PX and every set except the empty set has a non-zero
measure or in other words the null ideal is trivial. Hence we restrict to a subcategory
countLocMeas of LocMeas with objects of type (X,PX,Φ) where Φ is trivial null
ideal with single element the usual empty set. Also note that here equivalence class
φ• coincides with the measurable map φ itself, since we quotient by trivial null ideal.
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2.13. Definition. Let countLocMeas, Riesz be the categories as defined earlier.
The (contravariant) functor l0 : countLocMeas → Riesz is defined as a mapping
that associates to each measurable space (X,PX,Φ) an object l0(X,PX,Φ) := {f ∈
L0(µ)}. The assignment of morphism φ : (X,PX,Φ)→ (Y,PY,Φ) is given by
l0(φ)(g) = gφ (6)
where l0(φ) : l0(Y,PY,Φ) → l0(X,PX,Φ) is the morphism in Riesz between Riesz
spaces with multiplication, which is also multiplicative sequentially order-continuous.
We now state the dual of Proposition 2.11 which leads to a covariant form of L0
from opposite of LocMeas which we denote as compBoolAlg. Note that in general
these categories are not equivalent.
2.14. Theorem. If B and A are Dedekind σ-complete Boolean algebras, and pi :
B→ A is a sequentially order-continuous Boolean homomorphism, then
(a) We have a multiplicative sequentially order-continuous Riesz homomorphism
Tpi : L
0(B)→ L0(A) defined by the formula
[[Tpiu > a]] = pi[[u > a]]
whenever a ∈ R and u ∈ L0(B).
(b) Tpi is order-continuous iff pi is order-continuous, injective iff pi is injective,
surjective iff pi is surjective.
(c) If C is another Dedekind σ-complete Boolean algebra and θ : A → C another
sequentially order-continuous Boolean homomorphism then Tθpi = TθTpi : L
0(B) →
L0(C).
The proof of this theorem appears in Fremlin Vol 3. If B is the Boolean algebra
quotient ΣX/ΣX∩N (µ) then L0(µ) gets identified with L0(B). Correspondingly each
g• ∈ L0(µ) is identified with u ∈ L0(B) which is a 7→ [[g• > a]] : R→ B, for every a ∈
R. Now [[g• ∈ E]] means the region where g• takes values in E or [[g• ∈ E]] = g−1[E]•.
Hence [[g• > a]] = [[g• ∈ (a,∞) ]] or ξ• : E• 7→ g−1[E]• for any Borel set E ⊆ R. In
conclusion u or g• corresponds to Boolean homomorphism ξ : (ΣB/(ΣB ∩ N )) → B.
This theorem therefore gives rise to an explicit Definition 2.15.
2.15. Definition. Let compBoolAlg, Riesz be the categories as defined earlier.
The (covariant) functor L0 : compBoolAlg→ Riesz is defined as a mapping that as-
sociates to each Dedekind σ-complete Boolean algebra B an object L0(B) := {u |a 7→
[[u > a]]for every a ∈ R}. The assignment of morphism pi : B → A is given by
L0(pi)(u) defined by
[[L0(pi)u > a]] = pi[[u > a]] (7)
where L0(pi) : L0(B) → L0(A) is the morphism in Riesz between Riesz spaces with
multiplication, which is also multiplicative sequentially order-continuous.
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2.16. Results on Functors L2. Analogous to Proposition 2.11, Proposition 2.17
proves that L2 construction is really functorial; it explicitly sets up a recipe for defin-
ing L2 functor. The primary difference is that we now make use of second clause in the
definition of inverse-measure preserving function, that is µ(φ−1[F ]) = νF for every
F ∈ ΣY . This is again intimately related to the fact that L2 theory truly involves mea-
sure spaces or dually measure algebras and normed Riesz spaces as Proposition 2.17
makes this precise.
2.17. Proposition. Let (X,Σ, µ) and (Y,T, ν) be measure spaces, and φ : X → Y
an inverse-measure-preserving function. Then, (a)For every [−∞,∞]-real valued ΣY -
measurable function g defined on Y , gφ is ΣX-measurable. (b) The map g 7→ gφ :
L2(ν) → L2(µ) induces T : L2(ν) → L2(µ) defined by setting Tg• = (gφ)• for every
g ∈ L2 such that |g|2 is integrable (often termed square integrable functions) (c) T is
norm-preserving linear operator that is, ‖Tg•‖2 = ‖g•‖2 for every g• ∈ L2(ν), which
preserves multiplicative structure T (v×w) = Tv× Tw for all v, w ∈ L2(ν), and also
lattice structure, that is T (supn∈N vn) = supn∈N Tvn given 〈vn〉n∈N is a sequence in
L2(ν) with a supremum in L2(ν).
Proof. By definition, L2 = L2(µ) is simply the set of functions g ∈ L0 = L0(µ) such
that |g|2 is integrable, and L2 = L2(µ) is defined as the set of functions {g• : g ∈
L2} ⊆ L0 = L0(µ).
Also L2(µ) is a Riesz subspace of L0(µ). In Proposition 2.11, we have already
proved that Tφ : L
0(ν) → L0(µ) is a Riesz homomorphism, that is, a linear op-
erator which preserves both multiplicative and lattice structure. Since here T :
L2(ν) → L2(µ) is really a restriction of Tφ operating on equivalence classes g• with
g ∈ L0 = L0(µ) such that |g|2 is integrable. Hence T : L2(ν)→ L2(µ) is also a Riesz
homomorphism and therefore a linear operator which preserves both multiplicative
and lattice structure. All now remains to be proven is that, it is also norm preserving.
For this recall that ‖ ‖2 : L2 = L2(µ) → [0,∞[ is actually a norm defined by
writing ‖g•‖2 = ‖g‖2 for every g ∈ L2 where ‖g‖2 = (
∫ |g|2)1/2. Now a real-valued
|g|2 = f is integrable means it is expressible as f ′ − f ′′ with integral as ∫ f =∫
f ′ − ∫ f ′′. where f ′ and f ′′ are such that: (i) the domain of f ′ is a conegligible
subset of X and f ′(x) ∈ [0,∞[ for each x ∈ dom f ′ (and same for f ′′), (ii) there
exists a non-decreasing sequence 〈f ′n〉n∈N of non-negative simple functions such that
supn∈N
∫
f ′n < ∞ and limn→∞ f ′n(x) = f ′(x) for almost every x ∈ X (and same for
f ′′). Hence
∫
f ′ = limn→∞
∫
f ′n whenever 〈f ′n〉n∈N is a non-decreasing sequence of
simple functions converging to f ′ almost everywhere. Now for simplicity we assume
|g|2 = f is a simple function and prove for this case, but general case is not much
difficult since it simply involves taking supremum of non-decreasing sequence of simple
functions as described earlier. In this special case,
∫ |g|2 = ∫ f = ∑mi=0 aiνFi where
f =
∑m
i=0 aiχFi and every Fi ∈ ΣY is a measurable set of finite measure. But |g|2
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being simple means g is also simple and ai = |bi|2. Hence
∫
g =
∑m
i=0 biνFi where
g =
∑m
i=0 biχFi. Now gφ = (
∑m
i=0 biχFi)φ, but χFiφ = χEi since there exist Ei ∈ ΣX
such that φ−1[Fi] = Ei. Hence gφ =
∑m
i=0 biχEi and |gφ|2 =
∑m
i=0 aiχEi. Now
using crucial property of inverse-measure-preserving, that is µEi = µ(φ
−1[Fi]) = νFi,∫ |gφ|2 = ∑mi=0 aiµEi = ∑mi=0 aiνFi = ∫ |g|2. Therefore ‖gφ‖2 = ‖g‖2 implying
‖Tg•‖2 = ‖g•‖2. Indeed generalizing to non-simple integrable g, it is proved that
T : L2(ν)→ L2(µ) is a norm preserving Riesz homomorphism.
The spaces Lp(X,ΣX , µ) for any p ∈ [1,∞] are Banach Lattices, hence instead
of considering simply Riesz the category of Riesz spaces and Riesz homomorphisms,
one can consider a codomain category BanLatt the category of Banach Lattices
(complete normed Riesz spaces) and Riesz homomorphisms (order-continuous Positive
operators) which are contractions. The objects additionally also have the property
of multiplication and therefore homomorphisms become multiplicative when they
preserve this property.
2.18. Definition. Let LocMeasure, BanLatt be the categories as defined earlier.
The (contravariant) functor L2 : LocMeasure → BanLatt is defined as a mapping
that associates to each measure space (X,ΣX , µ) an object L
2(X,ΣX , µ) := {f • |f ∈
L0(µ), |f |2 is integrable}. The assignment of inverse-measure -preserving morphism
φ : (X,ΣX , µ)→ (Y,ΣY , ν) is given by
L2(φ)(g•) = (gφ)• (8)
where L2(φ) : L2(Y,ΣY , ν) → L2(X,ΣX , µ) is the morphism in BanLatt between
Banach lattices with multiplication, which is also multiplicative norm-preserving, that
is ‖L2(φ)g•‖2 = ‖g•‖2.
The functoriality of L2 easily gets verified in the same manner as L0.
Once again depending upon the particular structures or their combinations such
as vector, partial order, lattice, multiplication and complete norm one can easily form
variations of Definition 2.18 which is a sort of prototype, using different codomain
categories.
From viewpoint of signal representation, the most common variation is to consider
structure of completed normed vector space or Banach space and generalize to com-
plex L2 using spaces based on complex-valued functions. Again we need to consider
L0C = L
0
C(ν) for the space of complex-valued functions g that are virtually measur-
able. In other words, L0C(ν) is just the set of complex-valued functions f , defined on
subsets of X, which are equal almost everywhere to some ΣX-measurable function h
from X to C.
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2.19. Definition. Let Measure, Hilb be the categories as defined earlier. The
(contravariant) functor L2 : Measure→ Hilb is defined as a mapping that associates
to each measure space (X,ΣX , µ) an object L
2(X,ΣX , µ) := {f • |f ∈ L0C(µ), |f |2 is integrable} :=
{h : X → C | ∫ |h(x)|2dµ <∞}. The assignment of inverse-measure -preserving mor-
phism φ : (X,ΣX , µ)→ (Y,ΣY , ν) is given by
L2(φ)(g•) = (gφ)• (9)
where L2(φ) : L2(Y,ΣY , ν)→ L2(X,ΣX , µ) is the morphism in Hilb between Hilbert
spaces which is also norm-preserving, that is ‖L2(φ)g•‖2 = ‖g•‖2.
Again in the special case of counting measures on sets X and Y the Hilbert spaces
L2(µ) becomes L2(µ) itself and customarily denoted as l2(X) since ΣX = PX and
every set except the empty set has a non-zero measure or in other words the null
ideal is trivial. Hence we restrict to a subcategory countMeasure of Measure
with objects of type (X,PX, counting) where counting is point-supported counting
measure.
2.20. Definition. Let countMeasure, Hilb be the categories as defined earlier.
The (contravariant) functor l2 : countMeasure→ Hilb is defined as a mapping that
associates to each measure space (X,PX, counting) an object l2(X,PX, counting) :=
{f ∈ L0C(µ), |f |2 is integrable} := {f : X → C |
∑
x∈X |f(x)|2 <∞}. The assignment
of inverse-measure -preserving morphism φ : (X,PX, counting)→ (X,PY, counting)
is given by
l2(φ)(g) = (gφ) (10)
where l2(φ) : l2(Y,PY, counting) → l2(X,PX, counting) is the morphism in Hilb
between Hilbert spaces which is also norm-preserving, that is ‖l2(φ)g‖2 = ‖g‖2.
Before we can handle the dual of Proposition 2.17 which leads to a covariant
form of L2 from opposite of LocMeasure which we denote as MeasureAlg, it is
important to note that if B is any algebra carrying two non-isomorphic measures say
µ and µ′ , the corresponding L2(µ) and L2(µ′) spaces are still isomorphic. Hence
rather than defining the functor from MeasureAlg often functor LP (1 ≤ p <∞) is
determined by Boolean ring of elements of finite measure in a measure algebra than in
terms of the whole algebra. Note that the algebra B is uniquely determined in certain
cases but the measure µ¯ is never determined. If (B, µ¯) is a measure algebra, then a
Boolean ring is the ideal Bf = {b : b ∈ B, µ¯b < ∞} whereas a ring homomorphism
pi : Bf → Af is termed as measure-preserving if ν¯pib = µ¯b for every b ∈ Bf .
Theorem 2.21 makes this dependency precise.
2.21. Theorem. If (B, µ¯) and (A, ν¯) are measure algebras and pi : Bf → Af a
measure-preserving ring homomorphism between corresponding rings of elements of
finite measure, then
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(a) There is a unique order-continuous norm-preserving Riesz homomorphism Tpi :
L2(B, µ¯) → L2(A, ν¯) such that [[Tpiu > a]] = pi[[u > a]], ‖Tpiu‖2 = ‖u‖2 for every
u ∈ L2(B, µ¯) and a > 0.
(b) If (C, λ¯) is another measure algebra and θ : Af → Cf another measure-
preserving ring homomorphism, then Tθpi = TθTpi : L
2(B, µ¯)→ L2(C, λ¯).
For proof pertaining to general p see [9]. This theorem therefore gives rise to an
explicit Definition 2.22.
2.22. Definition. Let MeasureAlg, BanLatt be the categories as defined ear-
lier. The (covariant) functor L2 : MeasAlg → BanLatt is defined as a map-
ping that associates to each measure algebra (B, µ¯) an object L2(B, µ¯) := {u |a 7→
[[u > a]]for every a ∈ R}. The assignment of morphism pi : (B, µ¯) → (A, ν¯) is given
by L2(pi)(u) defined by
[[L2(pi)u > a]] = pi′[[u > a]]; pi′ : Bf → Af , a > 0 (11)
where L2(pi) : L2(B, µ¯)→ L2(A, ν¯) is the morphism in BanLatt between Banach lat-
tices with multiplication, which is also multiplicative norm-preserving, that is ‖L2(pi)u‖2 =
‖u‖2.
As expected, L2(pi) : L2(B, µ¯) → L2(A, ν¯) corresponds to the map g• 7→ (gφ)• :
L1(ν) → L1(µ) of Theorem 2.17, when φ : X → Y is an inverse-measure-preserving
function between (X,Σ, µ) and (Y,T, ν) with pi : (B, µ¯) → (A, ν¯) the corresponding
measure-preserving homomorphism.
Finally Table 6 quickly summarizes the essential functorial definitions and their
dual versions which we considered in detail here.
2.23. Generalization to partial monic categories derived from LocMeas.
For a reader purely interested in signal representation and redundacy from a cate-
gory theory viewpoint this section can be omitted. The reason we are including it
here is because these extensions were motivated by [14] and [6] earlier when we con-
structed a visual proof of concept. However later we realized that unified treatment
of measure theory in [8], [11], [9], [10] has studied the functorial aspects of L0 and Lp
constructions especially from the categories of Boolean and measure algebras. This
made our task easier while at the same time we could connect these works devel-
oping a much broader perspective and emphasizing the functorial aspects from the
application viewpoint.
The category LocMeas being equivalent to the opposite of category of commu-
tative von Neumann algebras [6] has desirable properties with all finite transversal
limits which makes it possible to consider its monic and partial derivatives. Being in
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Contravariant Functorial Model Dual Covariant Functorial Model
(R,ΣB) id // (R,ΣB)
(I,ΣI) φ
//
gφ
99
gφ
OO
(J,ΣJ)
g
OO
(ΣB,4,∩)
piξ

(ΣB,4,∩)idoo
piξww
ξ(E 7→g−1[E])

(ΣI ,4,∩) (ΣJ ,4,∩)pioo
L0(I,ΣI ,N (µ)) L0(J,ΣJ ,N (ν))
T=L0(φ•)
oo
(I,ΣI ,N (µ)) φ• // (J,ΣJ ,N (ν))
L0(B) L0(B)
L0(piφ)
oo
(ΣI/(ΣI ∩N (µ))) (ΣJ/(ΣJ ∩N (ν)))piφoo
L2(µ) L2(ν)
T=L2(φ•)
oo
(I,ΣI , µ) φ•
// (J,ΣJ , ν)
L2(B, µ¯) L2(A, ν¯)
L2(piφ)
oo
Bf Af
piφ|f
oo
(B, µ¯) (A, ν¯)piφ
oo
L0 : LocMeas → Riesz L0 : compBoolAlg → Riesz.
L2 : LocMeasure → BanLatt L2 : MeasureAlg → BanLatt
Table 6: Duality between Covariant and Contravariant forms of L0 and L2 Summa-
rized.
possession of a category with limits such as equalizers, products and therefore pull-
backs, one can immediately form the monic and partial derived categories from the
original category [4].
First we consider theM-category of LocMeas. TheM-category (LocMeas,M)
of (stable) monics in the category LocMeas consists of
• objects the collection (X,ΣX ,N (µ)), (Y,ΣY ,N (ν)), ... ∈ Ob(LocMeas)
• morphisms for a pair X,Y ∈ Ob(LocMeas), LocMeas(X,Y) = {f : X→ Y |
f is monic }.
Since the isomorphisms in parent category are monic they get included in this
category. Further pullbacks in LocMeas of monic along general map f exists and is
itself a monic (hence an M-morphism).
X×Y Z // m
′
//
f ′

Z
f

X // m // Y
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A generalM-category (C,M) is also sometimes denoted as (C,Monic). An easier
example is (Set,M) or (Set,Monic) which is the category of sets with all injections.
Next consider a partial (restriction) category Par(LocMeas,M) of the above
M-category which consists of:
• objects: a collection X,Y,Z... ∈ Ob(LocMeas)
• morphisms: pair (m, f) : X→ Y (upto equivalence) wherem ∈ (LocMeas,M)
and f ∈ LocMeas: X′
f
  
~~
m
~~
X Y
• identity: (1X,1X) : X→ X
• composition: (m′, g)(m, f) = (mm′′, gf ′): X′′
f ′
  
~~
m′′
~~
X′
f
!!
~~
m
~~
Y′}}
m′
}}
g

X Y Z
• Restriction: for the morphism (m, f) : X→ Y, (m, f) = (m,m) : X→ X
with the usual unit and associative laws.
Up-to equivalence means we factor out by the equivalence relation (∼) where
(m, f) ∼ (m′, f ′) if there exists an isomorphism g : X′ → X′′ such that m′ ◦ g = m
and f ′ ◦ g = f .
Here a basic example to keep in mind is Par(Set,M) which is the category of
sets and partial maps. Similarly Par((Set,M),M) is the category PInj of sets and
partial injections. Further Par(LocMeas,M) is the category of localizable measur-
able spaces and partial measurable maps. Par((LocMeas,M),M) is the category
of localizable measurable spaces and partial monic measurable maps
Categories of partial maps were given the characterization of restriction structure
and categories by [4]. They are widely seen as a simple equational axiomatization for
categories of partial maps. In-fact every restriction category embeds fully and faith-
fully into a partial map category. Very brief definitions of the restriction and dagger
category are recalled in .33. Using these following proposition 2.24 is immediate for
the category studied in this subsection.
2.24. Proposition. Every inverse category is a dagger category. In particular
Par((LocMeas,M),M) is a dagger category.
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Proof. From the definitions of inverse and dagger categories we immediately deduce
that dagger structure is given by †(1X) = 1X for all objects X and f † = f ◦ for all mor-
phisms f in the inverse category C. It is clear that Par((LocMeas,M),M) being
an inverse category is also dagger, which implies that every partial monic measurable
non-singular morphism can be reversed uniquely which we denote as its adjoint mor-
phism.
Finally we are ready to extend the basic L0 functor to the domain category con-
structed here.
2.25. The L0 Functor extended to partial category Par(LocMeas,M).
In this section we briefly touch upon the well-known case of functor l2 : PInjop →
Hilb which was first observed by [1], developed in [14] and studied as an example of
unique decomposition categories in [Bob Coecke]. This section is not essential purely
from the perspective of signal representation however we studied this case and tried
generalizing it to measure spaces from sets in reverse fashion. We show how it can
be recast as the special case of Definition 2.26.
2.26. Definition. Let Par(LocMeas,M) ,Riesz be the categories. The functor
L0 : Par(LocMeas,M) → Riesz is defined as a mapping that associates to each
measurable space (Y,ΣY ,N (ν)) an object L0(Y,ΣY ,N (ν)) := {g• |g ∈ L0(ν)}. The
assignment of morphism f • : X→ Y or (X Woof1oo f2 //Y) is given by
L0(f •)(g•) = (gf)•orL0(f •)(g•)(x) = g•(f1(w)) (12)
where L0(f •) : L0(Y)→ L0(X) is the morphism in Riesz.
2.27. The case of linear Borel measurable function h : (R,ΣB)→ (R,ΣB)
. The propositions 2.11 and 2.17 can be used for non-singular and inverse-measure-
preserving maps between local measurable spaces with identity map on (R,ΣB). How-
ever for mathematical modeling of transformations involving change in signal ampli-
tudes we need a general Borel measurable function h : (R,ΣB)→ (R,ΣB). Although
this induces in general a function h¯ : L0(µ)→ L0(µ) it is not necessarily linear trans-
formation. If we need this endo-transformation to be invertible and linear (which
becomes an arrow in category Hilb) we restrict to linear h which covers uniform
amplitude scaling most frequent in image signals. The next proposition which we
extend from [11] makes this precise.
2.28. Proposition. If (X,Σ, µ) is a measure space and h : R → R is a Borel
measurable function. Then hf ∈ L0 = L0(µ) for every f ∈ L0 and hf =a.e. hg
whenever f =a.e. g. Define a function h¯ : L
0 → L0 by setting h¯(f •) = (hf)• for every
f ∈ L0; then h¯ becomes a linear operator when h is a linear function.
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Proof. From Theorem .41 parts (f) and (g) and Proposition .46 it follows that
hf ∈ L0 = L0(µ) for every f ∈ L0.
For simplicity we assume that f : X → R is ΣX-measurable while h : R → R
is ΣB-measurable or more precisely domh = R and dom f = X f =a.e. g, then
C = {x : x ∈ dom g, f(x) = g(x)} is conegligible and fC = gC is measurable.
Now if a ∈ R, then {y : h(y) < a} = E, where E is a Borel subset of R and
(fC)−1[E] is of the form F ∩ dom(fC), where F ∈ ΣX , then {x : (h(fC))(x) <
a} = {x : (h(gC))(x) < a} = F ∩ C ∈ ΣC . As a is arbitrary, h(fC) = h(gC) is
ΣX-measurable. But hf : X → R is ΣX-measurable and extends h(fC) = hfC on
a conegligible C ⊆ X. Consequently hf =a.e. h(fC) =a.e. h(gC) and (hf)• = (hg)•
in L0(µ). Indeed we have well-defined h¯ : L0(µ)→ L0(µ) where h¯f • = (hf)• for every
f ∈ L0(µ).
Next By Theorem .41 part (b), f + f ′ is ΣX-measurable, where (f + f ′)(x) =
g(x)+g′(x) for x ∈ X. Therefore there exists an F ∈ ΣX such that {x : (f +f ′)(x) <
a} = {x : f(x) + f ′(x) < a} = F . But there exists a Borel B = (∞, a′] ∈ ΣB such
that h−1[B] = E = (∞, a] and f−1[E] = F ∈ ΣX . Hence {x : [h(f + f ′)](x) ≤ a′} =
{x : h(f(x) + f ′(x)) ≤ a′} = F ∈ ΣX . Since a′ is arbitrary, hf + hf ′ = h(f + f ′) is
ΣX-measurable. Now from Proposition .46 part (b) (f + f
′)• = f • + f ′• in L0(µ) and
using the fact h(y+ y′) = hy+hy′ for a linear h we have (h(f + f ′))• = (hf +hf ′)• =
(hf)•+(hf ′)• in L0(µ). Hence h¯(f+f ′)• = (h(f+f ′))• = (hf)•+(hf ′)• = h¯f •+ h¯f ′•.
Similarly using Theorem .41 and Proposition .46 part (c) it follows in same manner
for any scalar c ∈ R, that h¯(c.f)• = (h(c.f))• = c.(hf)• = c.h¯f •. Hence h¯ is a linear
operator.
3. Signal as functor
In Section 1.1 we summarized in Table 1 the natural differences which are our prime
motivations for proposing the concept of functorial signal representation. In this
section we discuss these differences in detail using Figure 6 and Equation 13. Note
that one can formulate all these differences alternatively using Equation 14 instead
of Equation 13 by substituting F (G1) = G1l, F (G2) = G2l, F (a) = (aM , ao) = (h, φ)
using the fact that Meas2 is same as Meas→ appropriately as discussed in Section 3.9.
G1
a // G2
F−→ (R,ΣB) h // (R,ΣB)
(I,ΣI) φ
//
fI=F (G1)
OO
(J,ΣJ)
F (G2)∼=F (a)[F (G1)]
OO
(13)
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R
R
I J
fI = FG1 fJ = FG2
(0, 0) time
amplitude
Figure 6: In complete time signal f (global on its entire duration), the restrictions
fI and fJ (or local sub-signals) on half-open intervals I, J are generated by objects
G1, G2 of base category isomorphic to each other through arrow a.
2
G1
$$
G2
::Measa

G1M = (R,ΣB) oo
aM=h // Sc2 = (R,ΣB)
G1O = (I,ΣI) oo aO=φ
//
G1l=fI
OO
Sc1 = (J,ΣJ)
G2l∼=(h,φ)fI
OO
(14)
3.1. Underlying Intuition. The classic model represents a signal as some real R
or complex C-valued function2 of time or space denoted as f : R → R. Depending
on the mathematical structures such as measure, topology, group on the domain R,
tools from measure theory, functional or harmonic analysis are utilized in analyzing
the signal. The proposed model represents same signal appropriately as a functor3
F : C → D from a base category to a codomain category additionally bringing the
powerful relative perspective and other tools from category theory. The base category
mathematically models the natural generative structure [18] of a signal. Its objects
correspond to true generators while the arrows capture relationship between them.
The codomain category is at times arrow category of another category. This is often
the case since signals classically considered as functions are most appropriately mod-
eled as arrows of a category. The study of functor as a structure-preserving-morphism
and trivial categorification can be found in [26]. The base category interpreted as cat-
egory of generators and transfers serves to capture intuition of Leyton’s generative
theory as in [17], [18] and will often be a groupoid.
2function f : D → R is a mapping from one set of values the domain D, to another set the
codomain R, assigning each member x ∈ D, the value f(x) ∈ R.
3functor is a mapping from C the domain category, to D the codomain category, assigning each
object O ∈ C, an object F (O) ∈ D, and each arrow a : O → M ∈ C, an arrow F (a) : F (O) →
F (M) ∈ D, preserving the composition of arrows F (a · b) = F (a) ◦ F (b) and the identity arrows
F (idO) = idF (O).
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Classical function based model Proposed functorial model
Signal as real (or complex) valued entity varying
in time or space domains modeled mathematically
as a real (or complex) valued function of time or space.
Signal as a functor from a category (modeling
generative structure)to a category (modeling observed waveforms)
Table 7: Difference in underlying intuitions between conventional and proposed signal
representation model
3.2. Case of basic measurable structure. Considering a measurable structure
on the domain R while taking the signal to be real-valued the classical model is
precisely a Lebesgue4-measurable function5 f : (R, ΣˆB) → (R,ΣB). The proposed
model represents same signal as a functor F : C → Meas→6 denoted simply as the
image subcategory FC. The work in [24] is the study of signal sheaf F : FaceX →
Vect using face category of simplical complex X based on presheaf model of a signal
F : OpnX → Vect. These are based on topological structure of signal domain
appropriately modeled as base category. In our proposed model F : C → D, the
base category C is expected to capture the natural generative structure of signal
to be represented; the intuition of which is based on work in [17], [18]. The major
difference in our approach is that the mathematical structure to be considered on
time or space domain is a groupoid determined by generative category C specific to
the signal and depending on choice of D can vary over multiple structures such as
measure(which will be explored here choosing D = Meas→), topology and graph
which are present in specific classes of signals. Considering a signal generally as FC,
leads us towards general arrow-based redundancy, Grothendieck’s relative viewpoint
in signal analysis and understanding how compression basically occurs.
Classical function based model Proposed functorial model
simple 1D time signal as measurable
function f : (R, ΣˆB)→ (R,ΣB)
Simple 1D time signal as FC
using a functor F : C→Meas→
Table 8: Difference in mathematical expressions using most basic measurable struc-
ture
4ΣˆB is σ-algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets, the completion of ΣB the σ-algebra of Borel subsets
of R.
5A (ΣX -) measurable function f : (X,ΣX) → (Y,ΣY ) is a function f : X → Y such that
{f−1[F ] : F ∈ ΣY } ⊆ ΣX .
6Meas is the category of measurable spaces (X,ΣX) and measurable functions f : (X,ΣX) →
(Y,ΣY ). Meas
→ is the arrow category of Meas with measurable functions f : (X,ΣX)→ (Y,ΣY )
as objects and pairs of measurable functions (h, φ) : f → g as arrows such that h ◦ f = g ◦ φ.
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3.3. Trivial arrows versus Non-trivial arrows.The classic model f : (R, ΣˆB)→
(R,ΣB) can be considered as a special case of proposed model F : 17 →Meas→ (or
F : C→Meas→ with C as a discrete category) where F (1) is a category with object
F (1) = f : (R, ΣˆB) → (R,ΣB) along with identity F (id1) = idf (or discrete image
subcategory consisting of objects fI, fJ, ...). Thus the classic model from the view-
point of proposed model is essentially a single object f of Meas→ with trivial identity
or a discrete subcategory of Meas→. The proposed model is then viewed as gener-
alization to arbitrary base category. If we denote objects of C as G1, G2, ... and the
arrows as a, a′, a′′, .... Then signal is a collection or family of objects F (G1) = fI8
, F (G2) = fJ, ... and the arrows F (a) = (h, φ), F (b) = (h′, φ′), .... The multiple non-
trivial arrows across objects in proposed model truly bring the relative perspective
of whole category theory in signal analysis. In arrow category, (h, φ) : f → g where
h ◦ f = g ◦ φ; the pair (h, φ) is not unique but general and in particular specifying
f → g makes it unique in that context. Hence we can perfectly have (h, φ) : f ′ → g′
where h ◦ f ′ = g′ ◦ φ and therefore it is always understood with particular domain
and codomain.
Classical function based model Proposed functorial model
Signal f : (R, ΣˆB)→ (R,ΣB) viewed as a special case
F : C→Meas→; C being some discrete category.
Signal as a family of objects F (G1) = fI, F (G2) = fJ, ...
along with non-trivial arrows F (a1), F (a2), ...
Table 9: Difference of trivial arrows versus additional non-trivial arrows
3.4. Collection of independent elements versus arrow based general-
ized elements and differentials. Now referring Figure 4, in set-theoretic mea-
sure theory the signal f ∈ L0R9 is simply an element of a global space L0R canonically
isomorphic to
∏
i∈(I,J,..) L
0
i via f 7→ (fI, fJ, ...). Thus the collection (fI, fJ, ...)
in classic case has local components such as fI which are always linearly indepen-
dent. This independence in classic model does not authentically reflect the natural
generative relationship between these components which make them interdependent
typical to sources with memory from information theory viewpoint. The proposed
model precisely utilizes the arrows and fundamental concept of generalized elements
to represent the components differentially. Referring Equation 20, F (G1) = fI,
F (G2) = fJ and F (a) = (h, φ) this implies fJ is related to fI via arrow F (a)
71 is the trivial category with a single (trivial) object 1 and just identity (trivial) arrow id1.
8fI is the restriction (f |I) of function f to domain I.
9L0X is the Riesz space of all measurable real-valued functions f defined on X. L
0
X ⊆
L0(X,ΣX) = L
0 = L0(µ) where L0(µ) is the set of virtually measurable real-valued functions f
defined on conegligible subsets of X.
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therefore we express fJ = fI-valued point of fJ+∆J where ∆J is differential error
in actual measured signal. Thus signal becomes a collection (fI, F (a)fI + ∆J , ...)
where generalized elements10 and ∆s together faithfully model the interdependencies
between these components. Differential ∆J = F (G2) − F (a)F (G1) in Riesz space
L0J roughly indicates the linear deviation of G2 from G1 and is relatively small when
arrow a is (total) isomorphism. Note that vector addition in F (a)F (G1) + ∆J is
not a coproduct operation in Meas→ but an operation in L0J putting certain lim-
itations on faithfulness of functor F which we discuss in Section 3.10. Note that
fJ : (J,ΣJ) → (R,ΣB) is a measurable function therefore an object of Meas→.
But it is also a trivial category and therefore by considering additional property of
R being a field, it is can be point-wise added to and multiplied by any other mea-
surable function gJ : (J,ΣJ) → (R,ΣB). In other words, fJ is simultaneously an
element of Riesz space L0J and an object of Meas
→ which recognizes only measurable
structure on R. This is a novel concept of using set-theory alongside category-theory
simultaneously for signal representation application.
G1
a // G2
F−→ (R,ΣB)
(R,ΣB) h //
∆J
OO
(I,ΣI) φ
//
fI=F (G1)
OO
(J,ΣJ)
F (a)[F (G1)]
OO
(15)
Classical function based model Proposed functorial model
Space L0R(µ) canonically isomorphic
to
∏
i∈(I,J,..) L
0
i(µi) via f 7→ (fI, fJ, ...)
fJ = Fa(FG1) = fI-valued point of fJ + ∆J
(fI, fJ, ...) as family of generalized elements and ∆s
Table 10: Difference of independent elements versus arrow based generalized elements
and differentials.
3.5. Signal space as a signal matched category. Using additional proper-
ties of equivalence relation =a.e., Lebesgue measure (µ) and |f |2 being integrable, the
classic signal f is usually not differentiated from almost equal everywhere measur-
able functions on R. Thus f • ∈ L0(R, ΣˆB,N (µ))11 and using measure along with
10A generalized element of N (also called M-valued point of N) is just an arrow a : M → N in a
category. Hence an element of a set S in set-theory is simply the arrow e : T → S in the category
Set where T is a terminal object.
11L0(X,ΣX , µ) = L
0 = L0(µ) = L0(X,ΣX ,N (µ)) is set of equivalence classes f• in L0(µ) or L0X
under =a.e.
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property |f |2 is integrable, f • ∈ L2(R, ΣˆB, µ)12. Thus classic signal f • is a vec-
tor in global linear spaces L0, L2. Similarly using properties of equivalence relation
=a.e. and subspace measure on (I,ΣI) we have (fI)• ∈ L0(I,ΣI ,N (µI)), (fI)• ∈
L2(I,ΣI , µI) while in certain cases (see Propositions 2.11, 2.17, 2.28 for such cases)
arrows (h, φ), (h′, φ′), ... uniquely define linear operators (fI)• 7→ (h(fI)φ−1)• from
L2(I,ΣI , µI) to L
2(J,ΣJ , µJ). Then in proposed model signal is thought of lying inside
a signal matched category whose objects are L0(I,ΣI ,N (µI)), L0(J,ΣJ ,N (µJ)), ...
or L2(I,ΣI , µI), L
2(J,ΣJ , µJ), ... and non-trivial morphisms are operators defined by
(h, φ), (h′, φ′). Set-theoretically the signal is a family of elements (vectors) comprising
one element from each object of the signal matched category. Further these elements
are related by arrows which are nothing but restrictions of the operators within cat-
egory to individual elements leading to representation with generalized elements and
differentials.
Classical function based model Proposed functorial model
Using =a.e., measure, |f |2 integrable
f • ∈ L0(R, ΣˆB,N (µ)), f • ∈ L2(R, ΣˆB, µ)
Additional properties of null-ideal,measure on (I,ΣI)
permits (fI)• ∈ L0(I,ΣI ,N (µI)), (fI)• ∈ L2(I,ΣI , µI)
Signal space is generically fixed
as L0(R, ΣˆB,N (µ)) or L2(R, ΣˆB, µ).
When arrows (h, φ), (h′, φ′), ... uniquely define operators
the resulting subcategory in Hilb or Riesz is signal matched.
Table 11: Difference of generic function space versus subcategory in Hilb or Riesz.
3.6. Invoking functorial L2 construction for special class of inverse-
measure preserving maps on measure spaces. In special class of signals where
the relationships between local sub-signals are completely captured by the inverse-
measure-preserving maps13 denoted by φ, φ′, ..., the functorial structure of L2 con-
struction, L2 : LocMeasure14 → Riesz15 or L2 : LocMeasure → Hilb16 can be
invoked leading to signal matched category as L2(C) where C ⊆ LocMeasure.
This captures generative structure where generators are related by common trans-
lations of signal domain. Ofcourse, the classic signal space is fixed global space
L2(R, ΣˆB, µ), a single object in Riesz or Hilb. See real-world examples in Section 4.6.
12Lp(X,ΣX , µ) = L
p = Lp(µ), p ∈ (1,∞) is set of functions {f• : f ∈ Lp} ⊆ L0 = L0(µ) in L0(µ)
under =a.e.
13A function φ : (X,ΣX , µ) → (Y,ΣY , ν) is inverse-measure-preserving if φ−1[F ] ∈ ΣX and
µ(φ−1[F ]) = νF for every F ∈ ΣY .
14LocMeasure is the category of localizable measure spaces (X,ΣX , µ) and f
• a.e. equivalence
classes of inverse-measure-preserving maps f : X → Y
15Riesz is the category of Riesz spaces and Riesz homomorphisms.
16Hilb is the category of Hilbert spaces and continuous(bounded) linear maps
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Classical function based model Proposed functorial model
Signal space fixed L2(R, ΣˆB, µ)
where L2 : LocMeasure→ Riesz
When C ⊆ LocMeasure for affine transformations
of time,then signal matched subcategory is L2(C)
Table 12: Difference of generic function space versus subcategory in Hilb or Riesz.
3.7. Change of base and Grothendieck’s relative point of view. By us-
ing the opposite category of (complete) Boolean Algebras, it is possible to think of
local sub-signals as determined by pullbacks which are unique upto isomorphism,
in cases where Boolean homomorphism φ−1 determined by φ on measurable spaces
is an isomorphism. In such cases the pullback object ΣB ×ΣI ΣJ is isomorphic to
ΣB via some isomorphism h−1 as opposite arrow of some Borel measurable func-
tion h : (R,ΣB) → (R,ΣB). Thus the opposite arrow g−1 of observed measur-
able function g is pulled back map of φ−1 ◦ g−1 determined upto isomorphism us-
ing g−1 = h−1 ◦ ((φ−1 ◦ g−1)∗). The change of base from (ΣI ,4,∩) to (ΣJ ,4,∩)
along φ−1 leads to a relative perspective namely that (ΣB,4,∩) fibred on (ΣI ,4,∩)
via φ−1 ◦ g−1 produces an object ΣB ×ΣI ΣJ over (ΣJ ,4,∩) which is isomorphic to
(ΣB,4,∩) fibered on (ΣJ ,4,∩) via g−1.
(R,ΣB) id // (R,ΣB)
(I,ΣI) φ
//
gφ
99
gφ
OO
(J,ΣJ)
g
OO
(ΣB,4,∩)
φ−1◦g−1

(ΣB,4,∩)idoo
φ−1◦g−1ww
g−1(E 7→g−1[E])

(ΣI ,4,∩) (ΣJ ,4,∩)
φ−1
oo
(16)
ΣB
g−1
!!
id
''
ee
h−1
%%
ΣB ×ΣI ΣJ
(φ−1◦g−1)∗

oo(φ
−1)∗ // ΣB
φ−1◦g−1

ΣJ oo
φ−1
// ΣI
(17)
Classical function based model Proposed functorial model
When C = 1, time axis thought of as single base
corresponding to the object (R, ΣˆB) of Meas.
Multiple (I,ΣI),(J,ΣJ),... bases and change of base [15]
in opposite Measop leading to celebrated relative viewpoint.
Table 13: Difference of fixed base versus multiple bases leading to application of
Grothendieck’s relative point of view in proposed model.
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3.8. Arrow-theoretic understanding of redundancy and compression.
In classic signal representation since the signal space is a fixed object such as L2(R, ΣˆB, µ)
the compression is mathematically explained via choosing a certain basis (or frame)
in this space resulting into sparse representation. However the functorial viewpoint
gives the freedom of choosing spaces and their transformations respecting or matched
with generative structure. The model as a category naturally leads to interpreting
redundancy through arrows across objects or sub-signals. As an illustration, refer-
ring Figure 4 we consider the common redundancies purely due to inverse-preserving
maps between local intervals. The general redundancy between fI and fJ is cap-
tured by F (a) and fJ is represented as F (a)fI + ∆J . In translational redun-
dancy this is solely determined by φ : (I,ΣI) → (J,ΣJ) which is also additionally
measure-preserving by considering additional property of null-ideals and measures.
Thus φ : (I,ΣI , µI) → (J,ΣJ , µJ) and using signal matched category as L2(C)
where C ⊆ LocMeasure as described in Section 2.16; we have functorial represen-
tation as,
f • = [(fI)•︸ ︷︷ ︸
classic
, ∆J︸︷︷︸
relative error
+ L2(φ−1)(fI)•︸ ︷︷ ︸
generative relative term
, ...] (18)
where,
• (fI)• : local signal Representation using some basis in L2(I,ΣI , µI)
• (fJ)• : local signal Representation using some basis in L2(J,ΣJ , µJ)
• L2(φ−1)(fI)• : Transformed/Transfered local signal from L2(I,ΣI , µI) to L2(J,ΣJ , µJ)
• ∆J = (fJ)• − L2(φ−1)(fI)• : Differential or error between transformed and
observed local signal in L2(J).
By noting that (R, ΣˆB, µ) is the direct sum of 〈(i,Σi, µi)〉i∈(I,J,...) a family of mea-
sure spaces, the canonical isomorphism between L0(R, ΣˆB,N (µ)) and
∏
i∈(I,J,...) L
0(µi)
induces an isomorphism between L2(R, ΣˆB, µ) and the subspace {u : u ∈
∏
i∈(I,J,...) L
2(µi), ‖u‖ =(∑
i∈I ‖u(i)‖22)1/2 < ∞} of
∏
i∈(I,J,...) L
2(µi). Now the classical signal f
• ∈ L2(µ) be-
longs to a global space L2(µ) canonically isomorphic to subspace of
∏
i∈(I,J,..) L
2(µi) via
f • 7→ [(fI)•, (fJ)•, ...]. In classical representation the components (fI)•, (fJ)•, ...
are always linearly independent and since all these belong to a global space the entire
signal is expressed as single element (fI)• + (fJ)• + ... where vector addition is in
global space L2(R, ΣˆB, µ) and components such as (fI)• are automatically thought
of having zero value outside restricted interval on whole (R, ΣˆB, µ). However the
same components in proposed representation belong to different sub-spaces L2(µi)
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which are treated as separate objects, related by special arrows in category Riesz
or Hilb. These arrows make the components dependent or related while differentials
together with arrows are the real innovations which are often encoded. When the
arrows L2(φ−1) are compactly represented using φ−1 then L2 being fixed construc-
tion overall gain in encoding results since one encodes differential and φ−1 to generate
∆J+L
2(φ−1)(fI)• instead of encoding (fJ)• independently as in classic case. In var-
ious lossless compression standards such as PNG or DPCM in lossless JPEG the map
φ is fixed specified by the filter type. This provides a category-theoretic mathematical
explanation for achieving enhanced compression in differential encoding such as PNG
or DPCM in lossless JPEG as compared to standard lossy JPEG using wavelets or
discrete cosine transforms especially in certain class of images such as line drawings,
text, and iconic graphics involving frequent isomorphisms between neighboring pixels
as illustrated using examples in 4.6
Classical function based model Proposed functorial model
Classic signal f • ∈ L2(R,ΣLeb, µ) = L2(µ)
f • 7→ [(fI)•, (fJ)•, ...]
When C ⊆ LocMeasure, signal f • = [(fI)•, (fJ)•, ...]
(fJ)• represented as ∆J + L2(φ−1)(fI)•
Table 14: Arrow-theoretic Redundancy, compression and relative information content
of Signal.
3.9. Equivalent formulation using Meas2. So far we have discussed the func-
torial framework using a basic functor however in this section we formulate an equiv-
alent viewpoint using the higher categorical concept of functor category BC refer-
ring [20]. This viewpoint has the advantage of not having to deal with abstract
base category as this is often not given in the application but practically we have
only concrete observed signals. Since generators (capturing the intuition of gener-
ative theory in [18]) of a signal generate concrete measurable waveforms therefore,
rather than working with abstract category C we directly model them as functors
G1, G2, G3, ... : 2
17→ Meas. The transfers (or isomorphisms) between the genera-
tors then automatically become natural transformations (or natural isomorphisms)
a1, a2, ... forming some signal matched subcategory (or groupoid) of the usual functor
category [20] namely Meas2. Thus corresponding to objects (fI), (fK), (fJ), ...
which are local real-valued partial functions on disjoint half-open intervals I, J , K, ....
we associate generators as functors while transfers between generators take the form
of natural transformations. From the signal representation point of view both these
172 is the category with two objects O,M with identity morphisms and one non-trivial morphism
l : O →M .
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ways are equivalent and a reader can more or less substitute one for other using the
fact that functor category Meas2 is same as Meas→, using Equation 14 along with
arguments presented in earlier subsections of this section. Whenever the category
C is not known apriori or abstract, in such cases the generators and their relation-
ships can be concretely modeled as functors G1 : 2→ D and natural transformations
a : G1 → G2.
2
R
## α
==
T
 β
S //Meas Rc2 = (R,ΣB)
tt
(β·α)c2
**
oo
αc2=h1 // Sc2 = (R,ΣB) oo
βc2=h2 // Tc2 = (R,ΣB)
Rc1 = (I,ΣI)jj
(β·α)c1
44
oo
αc1=φ1
//
Rf=f1
OO
Sc1 = (J,ΣJ) oo βc1=φ2
//
Sf=f2
OO
Tc1 = (K,ΣK)
Tf=f3
OO
(19)
The generators (capturing the intuition of generative theory in [18]) of a signal
generate measurable waveforms therefore can be modeled as functors R, S, T, .... The
transfers (or isomorphisms) between the generators then automatically become nat-
ural transformations (or natural isomorphisms) α, β, ... forming some signal matched
subcategory of the usual functor category Meas2 in [20].
3.10. Dealing partial isomorphisms, practical observation errors and
general limitations. In this work, the category for natural generative structure
(or equivalently the subcategory of functor category with functors 2 → Meas) is
taken as a groupoid since isomorphism most appropriately models the transfer of pre-
viously occurring object in the generative theory of of [18]. Moreover the codomain of
an isomorphism can be completely determined from its domain and serves to model
redundancy of structures and signals in particular. Thus from a given observed signal
thought of as a functor (or equivalently as a coproduct of measurable functions on
disjoint half-open intervals), the goal is to reversely determine its generative groupoid
structure. This functor model is generally faithful for groupoids whose objects gener-
ate waveforms with disjoint supports. In such cases from the image subcategory we
can infer the isomorphic domain category. However when the objects in generative
category generate waveforms with overlapping supports then faithfulness breaks down
as from the category perspective superposition operation is not a coproduct opera-
tion. This introduces limitations on the generative groupoid which can be inferred
from observed signal as described next,
1. Non-faithfulness of functor: In case of generators producing waveforms or
measurable functions whose domain intervals are not naturally disjoint, the
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functor becomes non-faithful or in other words some structure is lost and there-
fore all isomorphisms are not preserved. This occurs since observed signal is a
superposition of these waveforms through additive field property on R which
is not a coproduct operation in Meas→ or a coproduct in functor category
Meas2. Common examples include combination of melodies in music signal or
two different speakers uttering words simultaneously in speech signal.
2. Structures recognized in a category: The constraints imposed by choice
of codomain category which determine the type of isomorphisms that can be
modeled. In the case of Meas→ using isomorphisms of type (h, φ) only measur-
able structures on the generators can be modeled through isomorphisms which
includes translations, scaling, amplitude changes but not any other structure
such as topology of images etc.
3. Practical limitations of generating systems: Due to practical limitations of
equipments it is quite possible that perfectly isomorphic generators may produce
slightly dissimilar waveforms. While if there is a partial isomorphism between
natural generators of the signal or in other words the generative category is a
partial groupoids then certainly we have correspondingly dissimilar waveforms.
These limitations of the functorial model can be dealt with in different ways as
we discuss now. Note since direct sum is the coproduct in Meas we have for disjoint
half-open intervals I and J the coproduct of two measurable functions f1 and f2(
I
f1−→ R
)⊕(
J
f2−→ R
) ∼= (I⊕ J f1⊕ f2−−−−→ R⊕R)
In the first limitation, if f1, f2 are two measurable functions (corresponding to
two generators) the domains of which intersect each other then using Definition
34 and Theorem 49(b) we have three disjoint measurable spaces domf1 \ domf2,
domf2\domf1, domf1∩domf2. Correspondingly we have three functions f1(domf1\
domf2), f2(domf2\domf1), (f1 +f2)(domf1∩domf2) whose coproduct (direct sum)
f1(domf1 \ domf2)
⊕
(f2(domf2 \ domf1)
⊕
(f1 + f2)(domf1 ∩ domf2) is the ob-
served signal to be represented. Thus the two generators get treated as being three
corresponding to the three measurable functions on disjoint intervals and can be re-
covered or filtered only in special cases as discussed in third limitation. Extending
to overlapping of finite n generators we have f1, f2,...,fn as measurable functions of
which we can similarly form coproduct of disjoint measurable functions.
The second limitation is dealt with by varying the codomain category D to cate-
gories of sheaves, graphs, topological measurable spaces etc. This can be correspond-
ing to structures such as topology, graphs depending on specific class of signals we
need to represent where a particular structure is prevalent.
The third limitation is on account of the arrows which recognize only measur-
able structure on R but don’t respect the field structure thereby restricting faithful
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functorial modeling of partial groupoid as the generative category. Workaround for
this limitation is using set-theoretic measure theory and considering the usual lin-
ear structure of the signal spaces such as L0X , L
0
X or L
2
X which take into account
the field structure on R. Referring Equation 20, if the isomorphism is partial which
means G2 is not totally isomorphic then differential ∆J = F (G2) − F (a)F (G1) in
Riesz space L0J serves to indicate linear deviation of G2 from G1. In case of a being
total isomorphism, ∆J also directly indicates the difference between theoretical local
signal F (a)F (G1) from practical observed signal F (G2). Only when the generating
and sensing equipments are ideal we will have theoretically the signal F (a)F (G1)
(corresponding to object (a)(G1)) equal to the observed signal F (G2) (corresponding
to object G2).
G1
a // G2
F−→ (R,ΣB)
(R,ΣB) h //
∆J
OO
(I,ΣI) φ
//
fI=F (G1)
OO
(J,ΣJ)
F (a)[F (G1)]
OO
(20)
When ∆J is relatively very small as compared to F (a)F (G1) it can be attributed
to practical limitations of equipments and we can infer total isomorphism between G1
and G2. In case of partial isomorphism between G1 and G2, ∆J is quite large. In this
case we can continue to theoretically treat arrow a in the base as total isomorphism
and then operate on ∆J as new local signal corresponding to subobject of G2 apart
from remaining subobject (a)(G1) isomorphic to G1 as illustrated in the next example.
3.11. A prototypical example beneath the design of Portable network
graphics. As shown in Figure 7, consider a signal as sequence of real values 1, 2, 3, ....
terminating at some finite n. This well-known sequence is encoded using differential
coding by subtracting from each value the previous occurring value to obtain highly
compressible sequence 1, 1, 1, .... This example can be recast in a functorial way mak-
ing use of the partial groupoid structure in base category. The example is specifically
used to illustrate the limitation where functor is non-faithful and therefore we invoke
set-theoretic measure theory to provide a work-around.
We utilize a subsequence of just three samples f [1], f [2], f [3] to illustrate the
limitations and workarounds as discussed in Section 3.10. Consider a subgroupoid
within the category Set with six singletons as objects G1, G
′
2, G
′′
2, G
′
3, G
′′
3, G
′′′
3 and
isomorphisms a1, a2, a
′
2, A1, A2. Note that we have not considered identities and
compositions in this groupoid explicitly as they are not relevant to limitations we
are discussing; however they are present implicitly. Now define a functor F which
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1 2 3 4 5
2
4
n
f [n]
Figure 7: Sequence f [n] = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ...]: A prototype differential coding example
underlying PNG.
(R,ΣB)
(R,ΣB)
id(R,ΣB) //
∆K=f [3]−(id,φ2)f [2]
OO
(R,ΣB)
id(R,ΣB) //
∆J=f [2]−(id,φ1)f [1]
OO
({1}, {∅, {1}})
φ1
//
f [1]
OO
({2}, {∅, {2}})
(id,φ1)f [1]
OO
φ2
// ({3}, {∅, {3}})
(id,φ2)f [2]
OO
G1
a1 // G′2 qG′′2 a2 // G′3 qG′′3 qG′′′3
Figure 8: The functorial signal representation model for f [n] (Identities and composite
arrows are not shown).
takes these objects and arrows to measurable functions as illustrated in Table 15. Now
since the generators generate measurable functions whose supports are not completely
disjoint the observed signal is sequence f [1] = g1, f [2] = g2 + ∆J , f [3] = g3 + g
′
3 + ∆K
where the field addition is not a coproduct operation in Meas→. This forces us to
reduce the base category to discrete groupoid with objects G1, G
′
2 q G′′2, G′3 q G′′3 q
G′′′3 corresponding to measurable functions f [1], f [2], f [3] if we want functor to be
isomorphism-preserving. Fortunately using Equation 20 as discussed in workaround
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for limitations we can bring the set-theory once again to undo the field addition
using inverses or subtraction operation. Utilizing the fact that G′2 q G′′2 is partially
isomorphic to G1 we can represent this isomorphic subobject as F (a1)F (G1) and
recover the remaining subobject as ∆J = F (G
′
2 q G′′2) − F (a1)F (G1) as shown in
Figure 8.
G′′′3
G′′2
~~
A2
>>
oo
a′2 // G′′3

OO
G1
~~
A1
>>
oo a1 // G′2

OO
oo a2 // G′3

OO
(R,ΣB)
(K,ΣK)
∆K
OO
(R,ΣB) oo id //

BB
(R,ΣB)
(J,ΣJ) oo φ2
//
∆J
OO

BB
(K,ΣK)
g′3
OO
(R,ΣB) oo id //

BB
(R,ΣB) oo id // (R,ΣB)
(I,ΣI) oo φ1
//
g1
OO

BB
(J,ΣJ) oo φ2
//
g2
OO
(K,ΣK)
g3
OO
(21)
Thus in case of generators such as G1 and G2 = G
′
2qG′′2 being partially isomorphic
either they are treated as having no interconnected isomorphism or as being connected
through a (partial) isomorphism such as a : G1 → G2 as shown in Figure 9. In that
case we represent the measurable function F (G2) = F (a1)F (G1) + ∆J interpreted as
generalized element with differential. Such a model using partial isomorphism a1 can
be utilized especially when the sequence is expected to be highly structured in the
sense that differentials themselves are also related to each other as in this prototype
example.
since the relationships are completely determined by fixed maps φ1, φ2, ... which
are also inverse-measure-preserving isomorphisms by considering counting measure on
all measurable spaces which are finite sets with a singleton. Hence functorial signal
representation is directly given by Equation 18 which becomes,
Signal = [f [1],∆J + l
2(φ−11 )f [1],∆K + l
2(φ−12 )[∆J + l
2(φ−11 )f [1]], ...] (22)
since in this case,
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Functorial framework parameters Values for differential coding example
Base Category C Objects
G1, G
′
2, G
′′
2, G
′
3, G
′′
3, G
′′′
3
G′′2, G
′′′
3 model ∆J , ∆K since example is highly structured.
Base Category C Arrows
a1, a2, a
′
2, A1, A2
A1, A2 model ∆J , ∆K inter-relationship in this example.
Image subcategory F (C) Objects
F (G1) = g1 : (I,ΣI)→ (R,ΣB) where (I,ΣI) = ({1}, {∅, {1}})
F (G′2) = g2 : (J,ΣJ)→ (R,ΣB) where (J,ΣJ) = ({2}, {∅, {2}})
F (G′3) = g3 : (K,ΣK)→ (R,ΣB) where (K,ΣK) = ({3}, {∅, {3}})
g1, g2, g3 are all measurable functions each with value 1 ∈ R
F (G′′2) = ∆J : (J,ΣJ)→ (R,ΣB) where (J,ΣJ) = ({2}, {∅, {2}})
F (G′′3) = g
′
3 : (K,ΣK)→ (R,ΣB) where (K,ΣK) = ({3}, {∅, {3}})
F (G′′′3 ) = ∆K : (K,ΣK)→ (R,ΣB) where (K,ΣK) = ({3}, {∅, {3}})
∆J , g
′
3, ∆K are all measurable functions each with value 1 ∈ R .
Image subcategory F (C) Arrows
F (a1) = (id, φ1) : g1 → g2 such that id ◦ g1 = g2 ◦ φ1 or g2 = g1 ◦ φ−11
F (a2) = (id, φ2) : g2 → g3 such that id ◦ g2 = g3 ◦ φ2 or g3 = g2 ◦ φ−12
F (a′2) = (id, φ2) : ∆J → g′3 where id ◦∆J = g′3 ◦ φ2 or g′3 = ∆J ◦ φ−12
φ1, φ2 are all measurable functions each being isomorphism.
F (A1) = (id, φ1) : g1 → ∆J such that id ◦ g1 = ∆J ◦ φ1 or ∆J = g1 ◦ φ−11
F (A2) = (id, φ2) : ∆J → ∆K such that id ◦∆J = ∆K ◦ φ2 or ∆K = ∆J ◦ φ−12
∆J , ∆K only in this example are identical with g2 g
′
3 due to special structure.
Table 15: The differential coding prototype example underlying the Image enconding
standards such as PNG.
(R,ΣB)
(R,ΣB)
id(R,ΣB) //
∆K=f [3]−(id,φ2)f [2]
OO
(R,ΣB)
id(R,ΣB) //
∆J=f [2]−(id,φ1)f [1]
OO
({1}, {∅, {1}})
φ1
//
f [1]
OO
({2}, {∅, {2}})
(id,φ1)f [1]
OO
φ2
// ({3}, {∅, {3}})
(id,φ2)f [2]
OO
G1
a1 // G2
a2 // G3
Figure 9: The functorial signal representation model for f [n] (Identities and composite
arrows are not shown).
• (fI)• = f [1] : local signal using basis eˆI in L2(I,ΣI , µI) = l2({1}, {∅, {1}}, count)
• (fJ)• = f [2] : local signal using basis eˆJ in L2(J,ΣJ , µJ) = l2({2}, {∅, {2}}, count)
• (fK)• = f [3] : local signal using basis eˆK in L2(K,ΣK , µK) = l2({3}, {∅, {3}}, count)
• l2(φ−11 )f [1] : Transformed local signal from L2(I,ΣI , µI) to L2(J,ΣJ , µJ)
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• ∆J = f [2]− l2(φ−11 )f [1] : Error between transformed and observed local signal
in L2(J).
• ∆K = f [3]− l2(φ−11 )f [2] : Error between transformed and observed local signal
in L2(K).
The functorial framework mathematically makes precise the underlying intuition
behind working of the classic filtering phase of all major image encoding standards
utilizing differential coding techniques. Especially if the generative category is such
that overall most of the generators are isomorphic to their preceding generators then
this type of differential filtering will result into almost sparse sequence the reason
for which was illustrated through the prototype example. For practical examples see
Section 4.
3.12. Differences between classic versus functorial signal space struc-
tures. In this section, we discuss differences between classic versus functorial signal
space structures. This includes standard properties such as linearity, lattice and mul-
tiplication of classical signal spaces L0(R,ΣLeb,N (µ) (or L0X) along with additional
norm and inner-product of L2(R,ΣLeb, µ). In general all these properties in subcate-
gory of Riesz or BanLatt are simply local or valid on objects within this category.
The structure-preserving morphisms in these subcategories are linear operators pre-
serving these properties considered as structures on objects.
3.13. Linear structure. For the spaces given by Definitions .43, .44, .47,.48, we
have the following properties,
1. Let f , f ′, g, g′ ∈ L0, f =a.e. f ′ and g =a.e. g′ then f + g =a.e. f ′ + g′. This
defines addition on L0X a subspace with f , f
′, g, g′ defined on complete X. Also
it defines addition on L0(µ) by setting f • + g• = (f + g)• for all f , g ∈ L0. Let
f , g ∈ L2. If c, c′ ∈ R then |c+ c′|2 ≤ 22 max(|c|2, |c′|2), therefore |f + g|2 ≤a.e.
22(|f |2 ∨ |g|2). But |f + g|2 ∈ L0 and 22(|f |2 ∨ |g|2) is integrable so |f + g|2 is
integrable. Hence f + g ∈ L2 for all f , g ∈ L2; therefore f • + g• = (f + g)• for
all f , g ∈ L2 defining an addition on L2(µ).
2. If f , g ∈ L0 and f =a.e. g, then cf =a.e. cg for every c ∈ R. This defines
scalar multiplication on L0X with f , g defined on complete X. And it defines
scalar multiplication on L0(µ) by setting c · f • = (cf)• for all f ∈ L0 and every
c ∈ R. Now let f ∈ L2 and c ∈ R then |cf |2 = |c|2|f |2 is integrable, so cf ∈ L2.
Therefore cf • ∈ L2(µ) whenever f • ∈ L2(µ) and c ∈ R.
Thus L0X , L
0(µ) are linear spaces over R, with zero 0 (the function with domain
X and constant value 0) and 0• respectively. The negatives are given by −(f) and
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−(f •) = (−f)• respectively. Also L2(µ) is a linear subspace of L0(µ). Thus all axioms
of a linear space are satisfied namely,
• f+(g+h) = (f+g)+h for all f , g, h ∈ L0, hence f ′+(g′+h′) = (f ′+g′)+h′ for
all f ′, g′, h′ ∈ L0X . and f •+ (g•+ h•) = (f •+ g•) + h• for all f •, g•, h• ∈ L0(µ).
• f + 0 = 0 + f = f for every f ∈ L0, hence f ′ + 0 = 0 + f ′ = f ′ for every
f ′ ∈ L0X , and f • + 0• = 0• + f • = f • for every f • ∈ L0(µ).
• f + (−f) =a.e. 0 for every f ∈ L0, hence f ′ + (−f ′) =a.e. 0 for every f ′ ∈ L0X ,
and f • + (−f)• = 0• for every f • ∈ L0(µ).
• f + g = g + f for all f , g ∈ L0, hence f ′ + g′ = g′ + f ′ for all f ′, g′ ∈ L0X , and
f • + g• = g• + f • for all f •, g• ∈ L0(µ).
• c(f + g) = cf + cg for all f , g ∈ L0 and c ∈ R, hence c(f ′ + g′) = cf ′ + cg′ for
all f ′, g′ ∈ L0X and c ∈ R, and c(f • + g•) = cf • + cg• for all f •, g• ∈ L0(µ) and
c ∈ R.
• (c+ c′)f = cf + c′f for all f ∈ L0 and c,c′ ∈ R, hence (c+ c′)g = cf + c′g for all
g ∈ L0X and c,c′ ∈ R, and (c+ c′)f • = cf •+ c′f • for all f ∈ L0(µ) and c, c′ ∈ R.
• (cc′)f = c(c′f) for all f ∈ L0 and c, c′ ∈ R, hence (cc′)g = c(c′g) for all g ∈ L0X
and c, c′ ∈ R, and (cc′)f • = c(c′f •) for all f • ∈ L0(µ) and c, c′ ∈ R.
• 1f = f for all f ∈ L0, hence 1f ′ = f ′ for all f ′ ∈ L0X , and 1f • = f • for all
f • ∈ L0(µ).
3.14. Partial order and lattice structure. For the spaces given by Defi-
nitions .43, .44, .47,.48, we have properties related to partial order and lattice in
addition to linearity.
1. Let f , f ′, g, g′ ∈ L0, f =a.e. f ′, g =a.e. g′ and f ≤a.e. g, then f ′ ≤a.e. g′. This
defines a relation ≤ on L0X by declaring f1 ≤ g1 iff f ≤a.e. g where f =a.e. f1 and
g =a.e. g1 for f1, g1 ∈ L0X which simply means f1 ≤a.e. g1 for f1, g1 defined on
whole domain X. Also it defines a relation ≤ on L0(µ) by declaring that f • ≤ g•
iff f ≤a.e. g. For p ∈ [1,∞], f , g ∈ Lp means f , g ∈ L0 such that |f |p, |g|p are
integrable thus ≤a.e. inherited from L0 defines a relation ≤ on Lp(µ) by saying
that f • ≤ g• iff f ≤a.e. g for f , g ∈ Lp. Alternately we can inherit this relation
directly from L0(µ) by noting that Lp(µ) is its linear subspace. This of-course
holds for special case p = 2.
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2. Next ≤ is a partial order on L0X ,L0(µ) and Lp(µ). (i) Let f , g, h ∈ L0, if
f ≤a.e. g and g ≤a.e. h, then f ≤a.e. h. Therefore f1 ≤ h1 whenever f1, g1,
h1 ∈ L0X , f1 ≤ g1 and g1 ≤ h1. Similarly f • ≤ h• whenever f •, g•, h• ∈ L0(µ),
f • ≤ g• and g• ≤ h•. (ii) Let f ∈ L0 and f ≤a.e. f ; then f1 ≤ f1, f • ≤ f • for
every f • ∈ L0(µ). (iii) Let f , g ∈ L0, f ≤a.e. g and g ≤a.e. f , then f =a.e. g,
therefore if f1 ≤ g1 and g1 ≤ f1 then f1 = g1 in ∈ L0X , similarly f • ≤ g• and
g• ≤ f • then f • = g• in L0(µ). For linear subspace Lp(µ), ≤ is a partial order
on inherited from L0(µ) and holds for L2(µ).
3. Adding linear properties of L0X , L
0(µ) and Lp(µ), with ≤, make these partially
ordered linear spaces, which are real linear spaces with a partial order ≤
such that for elements x, y, z of these we have (i) if x ≤ y then x+ z ≤ y+ z for
every z, since if f , g, h ∈ L0 and f ≤a.e. g, then f + h ≤a.e. g + h. (ii) if 0 ≤ x
then 0 ≤ cx for every c ≥ 0, since if f ∈ L0 and f ≥ 0 a.e., then cf ≥ 0 a.e. for
every c ≥ 0.
4. Next L0X , L
0(µ) and Lp(µ) are Riesz spaces or vector lattices, which are
partially ordered linear spaces such that x∨y = sup{x, y} and x∧y = inf{x, y}
are defined for all x, y ∈ L0X , L0(µ) or Lp(µ) Let f , g ∈ L0 such that f • = x
and g• = y. Then f ∨ g, f ∧ g ∈ L0, hence f1 ∨ g1, for f1 ∧ g1 ∈ L0X . Now
expressing (f ∨ g)(x) = max(f(x), g(x)), (f ∧ g)(x) = min(f(x), g(x)) for
x ∈ (dom f ∩ dom g). But, for any h ∈ L0, we have
f ∨ g ≤a.e. h ⇐⇒ f ≤a.e. h and g ≤a.e. h,
h ≤a.e. f ∧ g ⇐⇒ h ≤a.e. f and h ≤a.e. g,
Hence for any z ∈ L0(µ) we have
(f ∨ g)• ≤ z ⇐⇒ x ≤ z and y ≤ z,
z ≤ (f ∧ g)• ⇐⇒ z ≤ x and z ≤ y.
Indeed (f∨g)• = sup{x, y} = x∨y, (f∧g)• = inf{x, y} = x∧y in L0(µ). Again
this lattice structure in linear subspace Lp(µ) is inherited from L0(µ) and present
in L2(µ). Finally there are some additional properties of Archimedeaness and
Dedekind completeness that can be found in [11].
3.15. Multiplicative structure. For the spaces given by Definitions .43, .44, .47,.48,
we have properties related to multiplicative structure in addition to being Riesz
spaces. Let f , f ′, g, g′ ∈ L0, f =a.e. f ′ and g =a.e. g′ then f × g =a.e. f ′ × g′.
Thus multiplication in L0X is the usual multiplication from L
0, while the multiplica-
tion on L0(µ) is defined by setting f •× g• = (f × g)• for all f , g ∈ L0. This also valid
for the subspace Lp(µ). For all x, y, z ∈ L0(µ) and c ∈ R, the following properties
can be easily verified,
• x× (y × z) = (x× y)× z,
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t
R
I J
f f ′
0
Figure 10: A global signal where the local signal f = F (G1) = G1l ∈ L2(I,ΣI , µ)
in half-open interval I is translated to f ′ = F (G2) = G2l ∈ L2(J,ΣJ , ν) in half-open
interval J
• x × 1• = 1• × x = x, where 1 is the equivalence class of the function with
constant value 1,
• c(x× y) = cx× y = x× cy,
• x× (y + z) = (x× y) + (x× z),
• (x+ y)× z = (x× z) + (y × z),
• x× y = y × x,
• |x× y| = |x| × |y|,
• x× y = 0 iff |x| ∧ |y| = 0,
• |x| ≤ |y| iff there is a z such that |x| ≤ 1• and x = y × z.
4. Redundancy and Examples
In this Section, we contribute a novel category-theoretic Definition 4.1 of intra-signal
redundancy and some of its special cases 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 using the isomorphism arrow in a
category. Next we illustrate taking examples of some real-world images how compres-
sion occurs. The well-known heuristic yielding better compression of PNG standard
in image types such as line drawings, iconic image, text etc. compared to classic
JPEG standard at a given SNR can be precisely explained using category-theory. Fi-
nally we comment on base-structured category perspective of signals and their spaces
leading to possible unification of various existing techniques of representing signals.
G1
a // G2
F−→ (R,ΣB) h // (R,ΣB)
(I,ΣI) φ
//
fI=F (G1)
OO
(J,ΣJ)
F (G2)∼=F (a)[F (G1)]
OO
(23)
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2
G1
$$
G2
::Measa

G1M = (R,ΣB) oo
aM=h // Sc2 = (R,ΣB)
G1O = (I,ΣI) oo aO=φ
//
G1l=fI
OO
Sc1 = (J,ΣJ)
G2l=fJ
OO
(24)
Using Figure 10 and Equations 24, 23 we give the following definitions;
4.1. Definition. Consider a complete signal modeled as some subcategory of a func-
tor category Meas2 with functors G1, G2, ... and natural transformations a1, a2, ...,
where 2 is the category with two objects O,M with identity morphisms and one non-
trivial morphism l : O →M and Meas is the category of measurable spaces and mea-
surable functions. A local signal G2l corresponding to the generator G2 : 2 →Meas
is defined as redundant relative to a local signal G1l corresponding to the generator
G1 : 2 → Meas iff there exists a isomorphism (h, φ) : G1l → G2l between them,
resulting from the natural isomorphism a : G1 → G2 between its generators.
Alternatively, given a signal modeled as some faithful isomorphism-preserving
functor F : C → Meas→ with generators G1, G2, ... and transfers a1, a2, ... as ob-
jects and arrows of C, a local signal F (G2) is defined as redundant relative to local
signal F (G1) iff there exists an isomorphism F (a) : F (G1)↔ F (G2) which the image
of isomorphism a : G1 → G2 in C.
4.2. Special cases of redundancies: Translational, affine, affine am-
plified/attenuated. The specific cases of isomorphisms (h, φ) lead to three special
type of redundancies common in signal theory.
Let I = [a, b) and J = [a + T, b + T ) be its translation on real line by T ∈ R.
More precisely this means there exists a map φ : I → J given by φ(i) = i+ T, i ∈ I.
Now φ is both one-to-one and onto or bijection of sets, hence its inverse is given by
φ−1(j) = j − T, j ∈ J . Moreover by using the result that if set A is measurable then
for any T ∈ R, A+ T = {a+ T ; a ∈ A} is measurable, we conclude that both φ and
φ−1 are measurable. Also by using Lebesgue subspace measures µI , µJ on I and J ,
φ, φ−1 are both inverse-measure-preserving since translation leaves Lebesgue measure
invariant.
4.3. Definition. Consider a complete signal modeled as some subcategory of a func-
tor category Meas2 with functors G1, G2, ... and natural transformations a1, a2, ...,
where 2 is the category with two objects O,M with identity morphisms and one non-
trivial morphism l : O → M and Meas is the category of measurable spaces and
measurable functions. A local signal G2l corresponding to the generator G2 : 2 →
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Meas is defined as translation redundant relative to a local signal G1l corre-
sponding to the generator G1 : 2 → Meas iff there exists a natural isomorphism
(idR, φ) : G1l → G2l between them, where the measurable map φ : (I,ΣI) → (J,ΣJ)
given by φ(i) = i + T,∀i ∈ I defines the translation of domain of G1l signal to the
domain of G2l signal.
Alternatively, given a signal as faithful functor F : C → Meas→, a local signal
F (G2) is defined as translation redundant relative to local signal F (G1) iff there
exists an isomorphism F (a) = (idR, φ) : F (G1) → F (G2) between them, where the
measurable map φ : (I,ΣI) → (J,ΣJ) given by φ(i) = i + T,∀i ∈ I defines the
translation of F (G1) signal domain to the domain of F (G2).
Let I = [a, b) and J = [Sa, Sb) be its scaling on real line by S ∈ R. More
precisely this means there exists a map φ : I → J given by φ(i) = Si, i ∈ I. Again φ
is both one-to-one and onto or bijection of sets, hence its inverse is given by φ−1(j) =
(1/S)j, j ∈ J . Moreover by using the result that if set A is measurable then for
any S ∈ R, SA = {Sa; a ∈ A} is measurable, we conclude that both φ and φ−1 are
measurable. Also by using Lebesgue subspace measure µI on I and if µJ is usual
Lebesgue subspace measure on J , then setting νJ = (1/S)µJ we conclude φ, φ
−1 are
both inverse-measure-preserving.
4.4. Definition. Consider a complete signal modeled as some subcategory of a func-
tor category Meas2 with functors G1, G2, ... and natural transformations a1, a2, ...,
where 2 is the category with two objects O,M with identity morphisms and one non-
trivial morphism l : O →M and Meas is the category of measurable spaces and mea-
surable functions. A local signal G2l corresponding to the generator G2 : 2→Meas is
defined as affine redundant relative to a local signal G1l corresponding to the genera-
tor G1 : 2→Meas iff there exists a natural isomorphism (idR, φ) : G1l→ G2l between
them, where the measurable map φ : (I,ΣI)→ (J,ΣJ) given by φ(i) = Si+ T,∀i ∈ I
models the affine transformation of domain of G1l signal into the domain of G2l
signal.
Alternatively, given a signal as faithful functor F : C → Meas→, a local signal
F (G2) is defined as affine redundant relative to local signal F (G1) iff there exists an
isomorphism F (a) = (idR, φ) : F (G1) → F (G2) between them, where the measurable
map φ : (I,ΣI)→ (J,ΣJ) given by φ(i) = Si+T,∀i ∈ I models affine transformation
of the domain of F (G1) signal into the domain of F (G2) signal.
Finally additionally using a linear Borel measurable function h : (R,ΣB) →
(R,ΣB). in addition to measurable function φ as above we can model amplified
or attenuated redundant signal.
4.5. Definition. Consider a complete signal modeled as some subcategory of a func-
tor category Meas2 with functors G1, G2, ... and natural transformations a1, a2, ...,
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where 2 is the category with two objects O,M with identity morphisms and one non-
trivial morphism l : O →M and Meas is the category of measurable spaces and mea-
surable functions. A local signal G2l corresponding to the generator G2 : 2 →Meas
is defined as affine amplified/attenuated redundant relative to a local signal G1l
corresponding to the generator G1 : 2→Meas iff there exists a natural isomorphism
(h, φ) : G1l → G2l between them, where the measurable map φ : (I,ΣI) → (J,ΣJ)
given by φ(i) = Si+T,∀i ∈ I and h : (R,ΣB)→ (R,ΣB) being a linear Borel measur-
able function both together model the affine transformation of domain of G1l signal
into the domain of G2l signal along with amplification/attenuation of G1l into G2l.
Alternatively, given a signal as faithful functor F : C → Meas→, a local signal
F (G2) is defined as affine amplified/attenuated redundant relative to local signal
F (G1) iff there exists an isomorphism F (a) = (h, φ) : F (G1)→ F (G2) between them,
where the measurable map φ : (I,ΣI) → (J,ΣJ) given by φ(i) = Si + T,∀i ∈ I and
h : (R,ΣB) → (R,ΣB) being a linear Borel measurable function both together model
the affine transformation of domain of F (G1) signal into the domain of F (G2) signal
along with amplification/attenuation of F (G1) into F (G2).
4.6. Examples: Groupoid base structures in signals. Category-theoretic
explanation for superior compression of differential encoding stan-
dards. In this section, first we demonstrate the inherent natural generative groupoid
structures in real-world image and audio signals. Figure 11 is a sample iconic image
of an umbrella while Figure 13 is another sample image of a real cameraman. By
assigning an underlying generator corresponding to each pixel value one can imme-
diately notice that each image is generated by maximal transfer (isomorphism) of
existing generators in the language of [18]. This is often the case with line drawings,
iconic image, text etc. Also in some real-world photographic images there is a lot of
groupoid structure resulting from maximization of transfer such as in the case of back-
ground sky, the grass and coat of cameraman. New images as in Figures 12, 15, are
3D surface plots while Fig 15 is 2D plot of images produced by subtracting from each
pixel value the previous occurring neighboring pixel value often termed as differential
coding to obtain highly compressible or sparse images as observed. These signals are
representations of original signals by using a signal-space as the category L2(C) as
where C ⊆ LocMeasure as discussed in Sections 3.5, 3.6 and Equation 22. Notice
that only where isomorphisms of the underlying generators break down or in other
words generators not related to each other, non-sparse signal values ∆I ,∆J ,∆K , ....
are observed such as near the boundary of umbrella etc. Thus using category-theory
we can explain the known heuristic yielding better compression of PNG standard in
image types such as line drawings, iconic image, text etc. compared to classic JPEG
standard at a given SNR.
However such kind of transfers are also inherently present in other kinds of signals
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Figure 11: A simple iconic image of umbrella [7]
Figure 12: Surface 3D plot of filtered umbrella image
such as music etc since the underlying melodies are maximally transfered by artists
as argued in [18]. We illustrate these groupoid structures in a real-world sample
audio BBC countdown compilation signal as shown in Figure 16. The three marked
rectangles illustrate the translation transfer of particular melody twice in a window
of 30 seconds as shown superimposed on each-other in Figure 17
4.7. A base structured category perspective and a towards unified
view of signal representation techniques. By taking into account that every
signal of interest has an appropriate generative model through intuition of [18] which
we have mathematically modeled as some (abstract) category C, the signal model
becomes functorial or precisely as F : C → D. In [26] we argued that the construc-
tion (F,C,D) offers a distinctly refreshingly new perspective on any ordinary functor
F : C → D. It is the mathematical expression which combines the intuitive gener-
ative perspective of Leyton’s Theory in Psychology [17], [18] along with well-known
Grothendieck’s relative point of view [22] by treating it as a fibration. The distinct
perspective was that while general fibred categories carry both base category as well
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Figure 13: Sample photographic cameraman image [3]
Figure 14: 2D plot of filtered cameraman
as fibre category structure through cartesian and vertical arrows, the base structured
categories carry only the base structure concealing the vertical structure within the
objects since the vertical arrows are just identity arrows.
Recalling that every functor being a structure preserving morphism we can model
same signal equivalently as the base structured category (F,C,D) where the first
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Figure 15: Surface 3D plot of filtered cameraman
Figure 16: An audio signal of BBC News countdown with sample translation transfer
of local melodies in boxed rectangles [19]
component of its objects and morphisms signifies natural generators and transfers
in generative theory of [18]. However by considering objects F (G1), F (G2), ... set-
theoretically as vectors in linear spaces, it becomes possible to view the signal spaces
as concrete categories. We illustrate in the case of signal as a functor F : C→Meas→
or equally as the subcategory F (C) of Meas→. Now we take both set-theoretic and
category-theoretic viewpoints simultaneously by noting that (fI) is both an object
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Figure 17: Transfered melodies in sample audio superimposed.
of Meas→ and an element of Riesz space L0I using the underlying field property of
R. But L0I is itself an object of category Riesz thus in spirit of classical signal space
if we say global signal f ∈ L0R then functorial signal F (C) belongs to a signal-
matched subcategory S of Riesz. The local signal signals (fI) ∈ L0I , (fJ) ∈
L0J ,... where L
0
I , L
0
J form objects of that subcategory while the arrows (h, φ)
giving rise to Riesz homomorphisms T between these objects in certain cases (see
Propositions 2.11, 2.17 and 2.28 for such cases) form the arrows of that subcategory.
Often since in classic signal representations we don’t distinguish between f, g ∈ L0R
where f =a.e. g we consider (fI)• by passing to quotient spaces L0(µI) or L2(µI)
(with additional property that |(fI)|2 is integrable) by defining additional functor
F ′ : S → Riesz or F ′ : S → Hilb which sends objects such as L0I to L0(µI) (or
L2(µI)) and homomorphisms g 7→ h−1gφ : L0J → L0I to g• 7→ (h−1gφ)• : L0(µJ) →
L0(µI) or g
• 7→ (h−1gφ)• : L2(µJ) → L2(µI). Since there is no standard arrow
category in which (fI)• of L0(µI) could be considered as an object, we have used
an additional functor F ′. We term category S or F ′(S) as signal matched space,
reflecting the intuitive fact that such a category is compatible with the generative
structure of the specific signal to be represented in contrast to a generically fixed
space for all signals.
As a simple example of translational redundancy in a one-dimensional (global)
time signal as shown in Figure 10. The functor F : C → Meas→ and duality is
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illustrated in Equation 25.
(R,ΣB) id // (R,ΣB)
(I,ΣI) φ
//
f=gφ
OO
(J,ΣJ)
f ′=g
OO
G1
a // G2
(ΣB,4,∩)
fop=piξ

(ΣB,4,∩)idoo
f ′op=ξ(E 7→g−1[E])

(ΣI ,4,∩) (ΣJ ,4,∩)pioo
G1 G2
aopoo
(25)
In this case the objects F (G1), F (G2), ... belong to linear spaces L
0 of real-valued
measurable functions on I and J respectively. Now since a : G1 → G2 in this case is
translation, F (a) = (φ, id) and therefore the linear transformation T in opposite direc-
tion is purely determined by φ. The spaces L0 of arrows containing F (G1), F (G2), ...
become the objects of such a signal space while the arrows such as F (a), F (a′), ...
give rise to the transformations of those spaces in contravariant reverse way. In case
of a : G1 → G2 purely determined by φ where φ also has the additional property
of being inverse-measure-preserving (which includes the popular cases of translation
or scaling between I and J) we can consider measures on spaces (I,ΣI) (J,ΣJ) and
consider equivalence classes f •, f ′• of arrows under =a.e.. Then one can invoke the
functorial nature of L0 or L2 as studied in Section 2 and signal matched space
becomes the image subcategory of L2|C : C → BanLatt or L2|C : C → Hilb if we
are interested only in linear and norm structure instead of additional lattice and mul-
tiplicative structures. In conclusion both local signals such as fI and local spaces
L2(I,ΣI , µI) containing fI• have dual structures viz the translation structure
coming from base arrow and the linear structure coming from the underly-
ing sets with additional properties in contrast to pure linear structure in classic
representation techniques.
At the end of this paper we briefly hint at the possible potential of unifying existing
signal representation techniques. By variation of base category to include graph with
edge composition or topology through OpnX or faces of simplical complex instead of
measure and varying codomain category to Vect instead of Riesz appropriately it
should be possible cast these [23], [5] as sort of special cases of functorial framework in
near future. The case of treating the Weyl Hiesenberg or affine Group as base category
and codomain category as Hilb covers the Gabor or wavelet signal representation in
L2(R) as studied in classic paper [13]. Further the isomorphisms in these categories
could potentially model other types of structural redundancies in the similar fashion
we used isomorphisms of measurable spaces.
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5. Conclusion and Extension
The paper developed concept first presented as an abstract at CT 2016 [25]. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the comparison between classic signal representation framework
with the new proposed functorial framework. By modeling a source with memory
as a groupoid in tune with generative intuition we seek to capture isomorphic rela-
tionships between waveforms generated by the source directly impacting the amount
of perceived information in signal. The memoryless source as a special case having
no interdependencies of successive messages is modeled as a discrete category. In
functorial framework, the relative perspective offered by category theory provides an
authentic tool to model interdependence between sub-signals. This leads to arrow-
theoretic structural definition of redundancy. It also becomes possible to understand
compression in a natural category-theoretic way. By treating objects as trivial cate-
gories we can utilize additional set-theoretic properties of objects independently along
with treating them simply as objects of enclosing category. This novel concept of us-
ing set-theory alongside category-theory simultaneously was utilized in the proposed
functorial framework.
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The references for appendices pertaining measure-theory and functional analysis
are [8], [11], [9] [10].
.1. Appendix for objects of C. First we quickly recall the definitions of σ-algebra
and measure space.
.2. Definition. If X is a set, then a σ-algebra (or a σ-field) of subsets of X is
a family ΣX ⊆ PX of subsets of X such that
(i) ∅ ∈ ΣX ;
(ii) for every E ∈ ΣX , its complement X \ E in X belongs to ΣX ;
(iii) for every (countable) sequence 〈En〉n∈N in ΣX , its union
⋃
n∈NEn belongs
to ΣX .
.3. Definition. A measure space is a triple (X,ΣX , µ), where
(i) X is a set;
(ii) ΣX is a σ-algebra of subsets of X;
(iii) µ : ΣX → [0,∞] is a function such that
(a) µ∅ = 0;
(b) if 〈En〉n∈N is any disjoint sequence in ΣX , then µ(
⋃
n∈NEn) =
∑∞
n=0 µEn.
The function µ is called a measure on X, and the members of ΣX are called
measurable sets.
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Let (X,ΣX , µ) be any measure space. A set N ⊆ X is negligible (or null or
µ-negligible) if there exists a set E ⊆ ΣX such that N ⊆ E and µE = 0.
.4. Proposition. Let N be the family of negligible subsets of X. Then
(i) ∅ ∈ N ;
(ii) if A ⊆ B ∈ N then A ∈ N ;
(iii) if 〈An〉n∈N is any sequence in N ,
⋃
n∈NAn ∈ N .
These are easy to prove applying the basic definition of negligible sets and prop-
erties of measure spaces; Of course µ∅ = 0. Next there exists a set E ∈ ΣX such that
µE = 0 and B ⊆ E which implies A ⊆ E. Finally For each n ∈ N we choose an
En ∈ ΣX such that An ⊆ En and µEn = 0. But E =
⋃
n∈NEn ∈ ΣX by definition;
while
⋃
n∈NAn ⊆
⋃
n∈NEn, and since µ(
⋃
n∈NEn) ≤
∑∞
n=0 µEn, so µ(
⋃
n∈NEn) = 0
again implying
⋃
n∈NAn ∈ N .
In general a family of sets satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii) of Proposition .4 is
called a σ-ideal of sets. In particular N is called the null ideal of the measure µ.
Conventionally the term measurable space is used to mean a pair (X,ΣX) where
X is a set along with ΣX as a σ-algebra of its subsets. However for the purpose of
this sequel we shall avoid using this terminology. Here by the phrase measurable
space we mean the triple (X,ΣX ,N ) where N is the null ideal of the measure µ.
.5. Proposition. Let (X,ΣX , µ) be a measure space and for E, F ∈ ΣX write
E ∼ F if E4F ∈ I where I is σ-ideal of subsets of X. We now show that ∼ is an
equivalence relation on ΣX . Let B be the set of equivalence classes in ΣX for ∼; for
E ∈ ΣX , write E• ∈ B for its equivalence class. We also show that there is a partial
ordering ⊆ on B defined by saying that, for E, F ∈ ΣX ,
E• ⊆ F • ⇐⇒ E \ F ∈ I.
Proof. Proof : 1. Reflexivity E ∼ E since E4E = ∅ ∈ I. 2. Symmetry: if
E4F ∈ I then F4E ∈ I and vice versa. 3. Transitivity: if E4F ∈ I and
F4G ∈ I then using venn diagrams and the second clause that if A ⊆ B ∈ I then
A ∈ I it follows that E4G ∈ I.
Next the axioms for the partial order are easily verified. 1. Reflexivity: E• ⊆
E• ⇐⇒ E \ E = ∅ ∈ I. 2. Antisymmetry: If E• ⊆ F • ⇐⇒ E \ F ∈ I
and F • ⊆ E• ⇐⇒ F \ E ∈ I then E4F ∈ I and therefore E• = F • using the
third clause of ideal definition. 3. Transitivity: If E• ⊆ F • ⇐⇒ E \ F ∈ I and
F • ⊆ G• ⇐⇒ F \G ∈ I then again using venn diagrams and second clause of ideal
definition, it readily follows that E• ⊆ G• ⇐⇒ E \G ∈ I.
As a special case when I = N , we have the following corollary.
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.6. Corollary. Let (X,ΣX , µ) be a measure space, and for E, F ∈ ΣX write E ∼ F
if µ(E4F ) = 0. Show that ∼ is an equivalence relation on ΣX . Let B be the set of
equivalence classes in ΣX for ∼; for E ∈ ΣX , write E• ∈ B for its equivalence class.
Show that there is a partial ordering ⊆ on B defined by saying that, for E, F ∈ ΣX ,
E• ⊆ F • ⇐⇒ µ(E \ F ) = 0.
.7. Appendix for objects of Cop. To understand and utilize the dual relationship
between the categories involving measure spaces and measure algebras, first we need
to briefly review the intuition relating sets to and Boolean algebras.
.8. Definition. If X be a set, then an algebra or a field is a family A ⊆ PX of
subsets of X such that
(i) ∅ ∈ A;
(ii) for every A ∈ E, its complement X \ A belongs to A;
(iii) for every E, F ∈ A, E ∪ F ∈ A. (closed under finite unions).
Since closure under countable unions implies closure under finite unions; every
σ-algebra of subsets of X is always an algebra of subsets of X.
A Boolean algebra is a Boolean ring (B,+, .) (Boolean means b2 = b for every
b ∈ B) with a multiplicative identity 1B.
.9. Proposition. If A ⊆ PX is an algebra of subsets of any set X then (A,4,∩)
is a Boolean algebra; its additive identity 0A is ∅ while its multiplicative identity 1A
is X. Here the operations 4, ∪ are the usual operations of set theory.
Proof. We verify the axioms, which are all easily established, using Venn diagrams.
1. A4B ∈ A for all A, B ∈ A, (additive closure).
2. (A4B)4C = A4(B4C) for all A, B, C ∈ A, (additive associativity)
3. A4∅ = ∅4A = A for every A ∈ A, (additive identity)
4. A4A = ∅ for every A ∈ A,
so that every element of A is its own inverse in (A,4), and (A,4) is a group;
5.A4B = B4A for all A, B ∈ A, (commutativity)
so that (A,4) is an abelian group;
6. A ∩B ∈ A for all A, B ∈ A, (multiplicative closure)
7. (A ∩B) ∩ C = A ∩ (B ∩ C) for all A, B, C ∈ A, (multiplicative associativity)
8. A ∩ (B4C) = (A ∩ B)4(A ∩ C), (A4B) ∩ C = (A ∩ C)4(B ∩ C) for all A,
B, C ∈ A,(distributivity)
so that (A,4,∩) is a ring;
9. A ∩ A = A for every A ∈ A, (Boolean axiom b2 = b)
so that (A,4,∩) is a Boolean ring;
10. A ∩X = X ∩ A = A for every A ∈ A, (multiplicative identity)
so that (A,4,∩) is a Boolean algebra and X is its identity.
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Thus every algebra of sets (A,4,∩) is isomorphic to a Boolean algebra (B,+, .)
where the elements a, b, c, .. ∈ B of Boolean algebra are in bijective correspondence
with sets A,B,C, ... ∈ A. While the operations satisfy a + b = A4B; a.b = A ∩ B;
A \ B = a + a.b; A ∪ B = a + b + a.b. Conversely it is also true that every Boolean
algebra (B,+, .) is isomorphic to some algebra of sets (A,4,∩). This is often known
as set-theoretical version of Stones representation theorem.
Underlying the structure of every Boolean algebra (B,+, .) is a partially or-
dered set (B,≤) where the partial order is defined by a ≤ b whenever a ∨ b = b
(or equivalently a ∧ b = a). Further just as in the case of partial order, we have
corresponding notions of upper bounds, lower bounds, join (supremum or least upper
bound), meet (infimum or greatest lower bound), (Dedekind) completeness in the
case of a Boolean algebra. The binary operations join (∨) and meet (∧) on elements
of algebra correspond to the set-theoretic union and intersection operations. Thus
a+ b+ a.b = a ∨ b and a.b = a ∧ b while the lower bound is the additive identity 0B
or ∅ its upper bound is the multiplicative identity 1B or X.
The notion of completeness fundamental to the theory of measure algebras is
briefly reviewed next.
.10. Definition. If P is a partially ordered set then;
(a) P is conditionally complete , or order-complete or Dedekind complete
when every non-empty subset of P with an upper bound has a least upper bound.
(b) P is σ-order-complete, or Dedekind σ-complete when (i) every count-
able non-empty subset of P with an upper bound has a least upper bound (ii) every
countable non-empty subset of P with a lower bound has a greatest lower bound.
In the special case of Boolean algebras, one half of this definition implies the other;
more precisely we have, for any Boolean algebra B,
B is (Dedekind) σ-complete
⇐⇒ every non-empty countable subset of B has a least upper bound
⇐⇒ every non-empty countable subset of B has a greatest lower bound.
Note that ΣX is Dedekind σ-complete, because if 〈En〉n∈N is any sequence in ΣX
then
⋃
n∈NEn =
∨{En : n ∈ N} is the least upper bound of {En : n ∈ N} in ΣX .
.11. Definition. A measure algebra is a pair (B, µ¯), where
(i) B is a Dedekind σ-complete Boolean algebra;
(ii) µ¯ : B→ [0,∞] is a function such that
(a) µ¯0 = 0;
(b) whenever 〈an〉n∈N is a disjoint sequence in B, µ¯(supn∈N an) =
∑∞
n=0 µ¯an;
(c) µ¯a > 0 whenever a ∈ B and a 6= 0.
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.12. Proposition. Let B be a Dedekind σ-complete Boolean algebra and I a σ-ideal
of B. Then the quotient Boolean algebra B/I is Dedekind σ-complete.
We give a sketch of proof. Let A ⊆ B/I be a non-empty countable set. For each
u ∈ A, choose a bu ∈ B such that u = b•u. Then c = supu∈A bu is surely defined in
B; consider v = c• in B/I. Now it can be shown that the map b 7→ φ(b) = b• is
sequentially order-continuous. This means φ(c) = supu∈A φ(bu) implying v = c
• =
supu∈A b
•
u = supA. But A is arbitrary, so B/I is Dedekind σ-complete.
.13. Corollary. Let X be a set, ΣX a σ-algebra of subsets of X, and I a σ-ideal
of subsets of X. Then ΣX ∩ I is a σ-ideal of the Boolean algebra (ΣX ,4,∩), and
ΣX/ΣX ∩ I is Dedekind σ-complete.
Ofcourse if we just prove that Σ∩ I is a σ-ideal then result automatically follows
from the Proposition .12. Now ΣX ∩I is a family of subsets of X each having a form
F ∩ E where F ∈ ΣX and E ∈ I.
(i) We have ∅ ∩ ∅ ∈ ΣX ∩ I satisfying first clause of σ-ideal definition.
(ii) Let A ⊆ (F ∩ E) ∈ ΣX ∩ I, then A could be expressed in a form (F ∩ G)
where G ⊆ E ∈ I but since G ∈ I hence A ∈ ΣX ∩ I. satisfying second clause of
σ-ideal definition
(iii) Let 〈An〉n∈N be any sequence in ΣX ∩ I, where An = Fn ∩ En. Let F =
(
⋃
n∈N Fn) ∈ ΣX , then
⋃
n∈NAn ⊆ (
⋃
n∈N Fn)∩ (
⋃
n∈NEn) ∈ ΣX ∩I. Hence by second
clause above
⋃
n∈NAn ∈ ΣX ∩ I satisfying third clause.
Indeed ΣX∩I is a σ-ideal of the Boolean algebra ΣX , and ΣX/ΣX∩I is Dedekind
σ-complete.
.14. Atomic measure spaces and dual atomic Boolean algebras.
.15. Definition. Suppose X is any set, and h : X → [0,∞] is any function. For
every E ⊆ X if we declare µE = ∑x∈E h(x) taking ∑x∈∅ h(x) = 0 then (X,PX,µ)
becomes a measure space. Such measures µ are termed as point-supported.
Note that for infinite sets E one can take
∑
x∈E h(x) = sup{
∑
x∈I h(x) : I ⊆ E
is finite}, because every h(x) is non-negative. As an example, if X = N, then for
countably infinite E it reduces to
∑
n∈E h(n) = limn→∞
∑
m∈E,m≤n h(m).
This special case of h(x) = 1 for every x, is called counting measure on X.
Here µE is just the number of points of E given E is finite, else is ∞ if E is infinite.
.16. Definition. Let (X,Σ, µ) be a measure space;
(i) A set A ∈ Σ is an atom for µ if µA > 0 and whenever E ∈ Σ, E ⊆ A
either E or A \ E is negligible.
(ii) Measure µ, or space (X,Σ, µ), is purely atomic or discrete if whenever
E ∈ Σ and E is not negligible there is an atom for µ included in E.
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(iii)Measure µ, or space (X,Σ, µ), is atomless or diffused or continuous if
there are no atoms for µ.
Every counting measure and in general point-supported measure is purely atomic
because {x} must be an atom whenever µ{x} > 0.
Dually in Boolean algebras the equivalent definitions are reviewed now.
.17. Definition. Let B be a Boolean algebra;
(i) An atom in B is a non-zero a ∈ B such that the only elements included in
a are 0 and a.
(ii) B is atomless if it has no atoms.
(iii) B is purely atomic if every non-zero element includes an atom.
A counting measure on a set X is always complete, strictly localizable and purely
atomic. It is σ-finite iff X is countable, totally finite iff X is finite, a probability
measure iff X is a singleton, and atomless iff X is empty.
.18. Appendix for Base Arrows. A basic result regarding a function between
sets states that if X and Y are some sets and T is a σ-algebra of subsets of Y ; then
for a function φ : X → Y , {φ−1[F ] : F ∈ T} is a σ-algebra of subsets of X.
Again we sketch the basic steps for proof. 1. A = {φ−1[F ] : F ∈ T} 2. Y ∈
T, φ−1[Y ] = X ∈ A 3. E ∈ T, φ−1[E] ∈ A, (Y \E) ∈ T, φ−1[Y \E] = X \ φ−1[E] ∈ A
4. X \ φ−1[Y ] = ∅ ∈ A 5. for every sequence 〈En〉n∈N ∈ T its union
⋃
n∈NEn ∈
T,φ−1[
⋃
n∈NEn] =
⋃
n∈N φ
−1[En] ∈ A.
If we associate ΣX , some σ-algebra of subsets of X along with X then a function
φ : X → Y is termed as ΣX-measurable if {φ−1[F ] : F ∈ T} ⊆ ΣX . Hence for a
general real-valued function with Borel σ-algebra ΣB on the codomain R the following
constitutes as one of the basic definitions of measure theory.
.19. Definition. Let X be any set, ΣX a σ-algebra of subsets of X, and E a subset
of X. A function f : E → R is called ΣX-measurable (or measurable) if it satisfies
any, or equivalently all, of following conditions
(i) {x : f(x) < a} ∈ ΣE for every a ∈ R;
(ii) {x : f(x) ≤ a} ∈ ΣE for every a ∈ R;
(iii) {x : f(x) > a} ∈ ΣE for every a ∈ R;
(iv) {x : f(x) ≥ a} ∈ ΣE for every a ∈ R.
where ΣE is the subspace σ-algebra of subsets of E ⊆ X.
Ofcourse if X is Rr, and B is its Borel σ-algebra, a Σ-measurable function is called
Borel measurable. If X is Rr, and ΣL is the σ-algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets,
then a ΣX-measurable function is called Lebesgue measurable.
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.20. Remark. It is important to note that Definition .19 given in [11] is generally
defined on any subset E ⊆ X or in other words partial measurable functions. From
the category theory perspective unless we are working with partial categories, the mea-
surable functions will be taken as defined on total domain X. Following [8], [11]
and [9] we have retained this generality for proving theorems and propositions here
since we can directly use these when dealing with partial categories in measure theory.
Moreover special the case of (total) measurable functions on total X is much simpler
once we are used to the general case. We caution the reader whenever this distinction
is crucial in given context. A particular one is the difference between L0X , the space
of all measurable functions from X to R and general L0, the space of all partial func-
tions f from E to R where E ⊆ X is conegligible and fF is measurable for some
conegligible set F ⊆ X. See Definitions .43 and .44 and Remark .45.
As mentioned earlier by the phrase localizable measurable space we mean
the triple (X,ΣX ,N ) where N is the null ideal of the measure µ. Hence for this
structured object the appropriate morphism intuitively is a ΣX-measurable function
roughly also preserving the null structure.
.21. Definition. Let (X,ΣX , µ),(Y,ΣY , ν) be measure spaces and (X,ΣX ,M),(Y,ΣX ,N )
be the corresponding measurable spaces where M,N are the null ideals of measures
µ,ν respectively. A function φ : X → Y such that φ−1[F ] ∈ ΣX for every F ∈ ΣY and
µφ−1[F ] = 0 whenever νF = 0 is called a non-singular measurable or measure-
zero-reflecting function.
Note that every element in the null ideal need not be measurable yet because we
ensure that pre-image of every F ∈ ΣY whenever νF = 0 is also measurable with
measure zero, consequently {φ−1[N ] : N ∈ N} ⊆M. In other words the pre-image of
every element of N (σ-ideal of ν-negligible sets family) is an element ofM (σ-ideal of
all µ-negligible sets family). For measure spaces the appropriate morphisms roughly
also preserve actual measures as defined next.
.22. Definition. If (X,ΣX , µ) and (Y,ΣY , ν) are measure spaces, a function φ :
X → Y is inverse-measure-preserving if φ−1[F ] ∈ Σ and µ(φ−1[F ]) = νF for
every F ∈ T.
.23. Definition. Let (B, µ¯) and (A, ν¯) be measure algebras. A Boolean homomor-
phism φ : B→ A is measure-preserving if ν¯(φb) = µ¯b for every a ∈ B.
.24. Theorem. Let B and A be Boolean algebras and φ : B→ A a Boolean homo-
morphism (a ring homomorphism) with kernel I.
(i) If φ is sequentially order-continuous then I is a σ-ideal.
(ii) If φ[B] is regularly embedded in A and I is a σ-ideal then φ is sequentially
order-continuous.
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Proof. First note that the phrase Boolean homomorphism is simply a function
φ : B → A which is a ring homomorphism. Hence by definition, φ(a4b) = φa4φb,
φ(a ∩ b) = φa ∩ φb for all a, b ∈ B and φ(1B) = 1A. Of-course the kernel of a (ring)
homomorphism is the set of elements mapped to 0 and it is always an ideal in B as
easily verified.
(i) To prove I is a σ-ideal we just have to show it is sequentially order-closed.
If 〈an〉n∈N ⊆ I is a non-decreasing sequence and has a supremum c ∈ B, then φ
being sequentially order-continuous, φc = φ(supn∈N an) = supn∈N φ(an) = 0, so c ∈ I
proving that I is a σ-ideal.
(ii) The term regular embedding refers to an injective order-continuous
Boolean homomorphism. The sub-algebra φ[B] is regularly embedded in A means
the identity map from φ[B] to A is order-continuous, implying that whenever c ∈ φ[B]
is the supremum (in φ[B]) of A ⊆ φ[B], then c is also the supremum in A of A and
similarly for infima. Hence it will be enough to show that φ is sequentially order-
continuous when considered as a map from B to φ[B]. Suppose that 〈an〉n∈N ⊆ B is
non-increasing sequence and that infn∈N an = 0. But Suppose, if possible, that 0 is not
the infimum of φ[〈an〉n∈N] in φ[B]. This means there is c ∈ B such that 0 6= φc ⊆ φan
for every an ∈ 〈an〉n∈N. Now φ(c \ an) = φc \ φan = 0 for every an ∈ 〈an〉n∈N, so
c\an ∈ I for every an ∈ 〈an〉n∈N. The set C = {c\an : an ∈ 〈an〉n∈N} is non-decreasing
and has supremum c; since I is a σ-ideal, c = supC ∈ I, and φc = 0, contradicting
c 6= 0. Thus infn∈N φ(an) = 0 in either φ[B] or A. But 〈an〉n∈N is arbitrary, so φ is
order-continuous.
Further, following corollary automatically follows since φ[B] = B/I is always
regularly embedded in B/I.
.25. Corollary. Let B be a Boolean algebra and I an ideal of B; denote φ for
the canonical map from B to B/I then φ is sequentially order-continuous iff I is a
σ-ideal.
.26. Theorem. Let (X,Σ, µ) and (Y,T, ν) be measure spaces, and (A, µ¯), (B, ν¯)
their measure algebras. Write Σˆ for the domain of the completion µˆ of µ. Let D ⊆ X
be a set of full outer measure, and let ΣˆD be the subspace σ-algebra on D induced by
Σˆ. Let φ : D → Y be a function such that φ−1[F ] ∈ ΣˆD for every F ∈ T and φ−1[F ] is
µ-negligible whenever νF = 0. Then there is a sequentially order-continuous Boolean
homomorphism pi : B→ A defined by the formula
piF • = E• whenever F ∈ T, E ∈ Σ and (E ∩D)4φ−1[F ] is negligible.
Proof. Let F ∈ T. Then there is an H ∈ Σˆ such that H ∩D = φ−1[F ]; now there is
an E ∈ Σ such that E4H is negligible, so that (E∩D)4φ−1[F ] is negligible. If E1 is
another member of Σ such that (E1 ∩D)4φ−1[F ] is negligible, then (E4E1) ∩D is
negligible, so is included in a negligible member G of Σ. Since (E4E1)\G belongs to
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Σ and is disjoint from D, it is negligible; accordingly E4E1 is negligible and E• = E•1
in A.
What this means is that the formula offered defines a map pi : B→ A. It is now
easy to check that pi is a Boolean homomorphism, because if
(E ∩D)4φ−1[F ], (E ′ ∩D)4φ−1[F ′]
are negligible, so are
((X \ E) ∩D)4φ−1[Y \ F ], ((E ∪ E ′) ∩D)4φ−1[F ∪ F ′].
To see that pi is sequentially order-continuous, let 〈bn〉n∈N be a sequence in B.
For each n we may choose an Fn ∈ T such that F •n = bn, and En ∈ Σ such that
(En ∩D)4φ−1[Fn] is negligible; now, setting F =
⋃
n∈N Fn, E =
⋃
n∈NEn,
(E ∩D)4φ−1[F ] ⊆ ⋃n∈N(En ∩D)4φ−1[Fn]
is negligible, so
pi(supn∈N bn) = pi(F
•) = E• = supn∈NE
•
n = supn∈N pibn.
(Recall that the maps E 7→ E•, F 7→ F • are sequentially order-continuous, by 321H.)
So pi is sequentially order-continuous (313L(c-iii)).
Now the objects considered earlier could be regarded as measurable spaces with
some added structure such as null ideal or actual measure or dually as appropriate
Boolean algebras. Thus the proper structure preserving maps on these objects are
measurable functions which preserve this additional structure such as measurable non-
singular (measure zero-reflecting) morphisms and Inverse-measure-preserving maps
and dually the corresponding Boolean homomorphisms which were reviewed in this
section.
.27. Definition. [11] If 〈(Xi,Σi, µi)〉i∈I is any indexed family of measure spaces,
then by setting X =
⋃
i∈I(Xi × {i}); for E ⊆ X, i ∈ I Ei = {x : (x, i) ∈ E}; we have
ΣX = {E : E ⊆ X, Ei ∈ Σi for every i ∈ I},
µE =
∑
i∈I µiEi for every E ∈ Σ.
Then (X,ΣX , µ) is a measure space and direct sum of the family 〈(Xi,Σi, µi)〉i∈I ,
denoted as
⊕
i∈I(Xi,ΣXi , µXi)
The following property of direct sum suggests intuitively separating a global mea-
surable function (or its equivalence class under =a.e.) on (X,ΣX , µ) into local measur-
able functions (or classes) on subspaces (Xi,Σi, µi) in the partition of global domain.
.28. Proposition. [11] Let 〈(Xi,Σi, µi)〉i∈I be a family of measure spaces, with
direct sum (X,ΣX , µ). If f is a real-valued function defined on a subset of X and for
each i ∈ I, if we set fi(x) = f(x, i) whenever (x, i) ∈ dom f ; the f is measurable iff
fi is measurable for every i ∈ I.
The next result from [11] based on direct sum makes it precise that a global
measurable function f or its equivalence class f • can be identified with the local
measurable functions as (fφ1, fφ2, ...) or classes (f
•φ1, f
•φ2, ...) .
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If 〈(Xi,Σi, µi)〉i∈I is a family of measure spaces, with direct sum (X,ΣX , µ). (i)
Writing φi : Xi → X for the canonical maps, φi(x) = (x, i) for x ∈ Xi, it can be shown
that f 7→ 〈fφi〉i∈I is a bijection between L0(µ) and
∏
i∈I L
0(µi). (ii) It corresponds to
a bijection or a canonical isomorphism between L0(µ) and
∏
i∈I L
0(µi). (iii) This also
induces an isomorphism between Lp(µ) and the subspace {u : u ∈∏i∈I Lp(µi), ‖u‖ =(∑
i∈I ‖u(i)‖pp)1/p <∞} of
∏
i∈I L
p(µi), for a p ∈ [1,∞).
.29. Appendix for Appendix for codomain categories.
.30. Definition. [11] A partially ordered linear space is a linear space (U,+, ·)
over R together with a partial order ≤ on U such that
u ≤ v =⇒ u+ w ≤ v + w,
u ≥ 0, α ≥ 0 =⇒ αu ≥ 0
for u, v, w ∈ U and α ∈ R.
u ≤ v ⇐⇒ 0 ≤ v − u ⇐⇒ −v ≤ −u.
u ≤ v =⇒ 0 = u+ (−u) ≤ v + (−u) = v − u =⇒ u = 0 + u ≤ v − u+ u = v,
u ≤ v =⇒ −v = u+ (−v − u) ≤ v + (−v − u) = −u.
.31. Definition. [11] A Riesz space or vector lattice is a partially ordered linear
space which is a lattice.
.32. Definition. [11] A Riesz homomorphism from M to N is a linear operator
T : M → N such that whenever B ⊆ M is a finite non-empty set and inf A = 0 in
M , then inf T [B] = 0 in N .
.33. Appendix for Partial Categories.
.34. Definition. Restriction Category [4]. A restriction structure on a category R
consists of an operator (·) on morphisms which maps each f : X → Y to f¯ : X → X
(termed restriction idempotent of f) such that
1. f ◦ f¯ = f for all f : X → Y ,
2. f¯ ◦ g¯ = g¯ ◦ f¯ whenever dom(f) = dom(g),
3. f ◦ g¯ = f¯ ◦ g¯ whenever dom(f) = dom(g),
4. h¯ ◦ f¯ = h ◦ f ◦ f whenever dom(f) = dom(g),
Such a category is termed as restriction category.
In Par(LocMeas,M) the restriction idempotent f¯ : X→ X for a partial measur-
able function f : X → Y is given by the partial identity function f¯(x) = x wherever
f is defined on the measurable space X and undefined otherwise.
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.35. Definition. Restriction functor[4]: A functor F : R→ R′ between restric-
tion categories is a restriction (preserving) functor if F (f) = F (f¯) for every f ∈ R.
The notion of restriction functor as the term suggests, captures the notion of
structure (restriction) preserving morphisms inside the category rCat of restriction
categories and restriction functors. Observe that if f¯ = 1X then it is precisely the total
map. Total[Par(LocMeas,M)] which is the total subcategory of the argument re-
striction category embeds via a faithful restriction functor inside Par(LocMeas,M);
and is same as the category LocMeas.
The notion of restriction category is a useful notion since the related concepts of
inverse and dagger categories are easily understood through this notion.
.36. Definition. [4] Partial Isomorphism: A morphism f : X → Y is called partial
isomorphism in a restriction category if there is is a unique morphism f ◦ : Y → X
(the partial inverse of f) such that f ◦ f ◦ = f ◦ and f ◦ ◦ f = f .
.37. Definition. [4] Inverse category: A restriction category with partial isomor-
phisms as the only morphisms is termed inverse category.
In Par((LocMeas,M),M), every map is a partial isomorphism making it an ex-
ample of inverse category. Intuitively inverse categories are ‘groupoids with partiality’
when compared with restriction categories which are ‘categories with partiality’.
.38. Definition. [14] Dagger category: A category C is a dagger category if it is
equipped with a contravariant endofunctor † : C → Cop which is identity on objects
and an involution † ◦ † = idC. In other words, †(1X) = 1X† = 1X for all objects X
and † ◦ †(f) = f †† = f for all morphisms f in C.
.39. Appendix for Functors and Signal Spaces.
.40. lemma. Let ΣX , ΣY be σ-algebras of subsets of X and Y respectively. Let
D ⊆ X and φ : D → Y be a function such that φ−1[F ] ∈ ΣD, for every F ∈ T, where
ΣD is the subspace σ-algebra of ΣX . For every [−∞,∞]-real valued ΣY -measurable
function g defined on C ⊆ Y , the composite function gφ is ΣX-measurable.
Proof. Let A = dom gφ = φ−1[C] and a ∈ R. Since g is ΣY -measurable, by Defi-
nition .19 there exists an F ∈ ΣY such that {y : g(y) ≤ a} = F ∩ C. On the other
hand, there exists an E ∈ ΣX such that φ−1[F ] = E ∩D. Hence {x : gφ(x) ≤ a} =
A ∩ E ∈ ΣA. Since a is arbitrary, gφ is ΣX-measurable.
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.41. Theorem. [8] Let X be any set and ΣX a σ-algebra of subsets of X. Let f
and g be real-valued functions defined on domains dom f , dom g ⊆ X.
(a) If f is constant then it is measurable.
(b) If f and g are measurable, then f + g is measurable, where (f + g)(x) =
f(x) + g(x) for x ∈ dom f ∩ dom g.
(c) If f is measurable and c ∈ R a scalar, then cf is measurable, where (cf)(x) =
c · f(x) for x ∈ dom f .
(d) If f and g are measurable, then f × g is measurable, where (f × g)(x) =
f(x)× g(x) for x ∈ dom f ∩ dom g.
(e) Let 〈fn〉n∈N is a sequence of ΣX-measurable real-valued functions with domains
included in X. Let (supn∈N fn)(x) = supn∈N fn(x) for all those x ∈
⋂
n∈N dom fn for
which the supremum exists in R. Then supn∈N fn is measurable.
(f) If f is measurable and h is a Borel measurable function from a subset domh
of R to R, then hf is measurable, where (hf)(x) = h(f(x)) for x ∈ dom(hf) = {y :
y ∈ dom f, f(y) ∈ domh}.
(g) If f is measurable and E ⊆ R is a Borel set, then there is an F ∈ Σ such that
f−1[E] = {x : f(x) ∈ E} is equal to F ∩ dom f .
(h) If f is measurable and A is any set, then fA is measurable, where dom(fA) =
A ∩ dom f and (fA)(x) = f(x) for x ∈ A ∩ dom f .
Proof. Since this is a very basic and central theorem of measure theory we sketch
the technique of proof for only (a) and (b). These are found in almost every text on
measure theory. Let ΣE denote the subspace σ-algebra of subsets of E ⊆ X.
(a) Let f(x) = c, a constant for every x ∈ dom f , then {x : f(x) < a} = dom f
if c < a, else ∅. Since both belong to Σdom f , f is ΣX-measurable.
(b) Consider {x : f(x) + g(x) ≤ a}, but f(x) + g(x) ≤ a iff f(x) ≤ a− g(x) iff
there exists a rational number q such that f(x) ≤ q ≤ a−g(x) hence {x : f(x)+g(x) ≤
a} = ⋃q∈Q[f−1((−∞, q)) ∩ g−1((−∞, a − q))]. Since countable union of measurable
sets is measurable, hence f + g is ΣX-measurable where (f + g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) for
x ∈ dom f ∩ dom g
Now the rest of cases may be proved using similar arguments. Refer [8].
A set A ⊆ X is conegligible if X \A is negligible (; that is, there is a measurable
set E ⊆ A such that µ(X \E) = 0). Note that (i) X is conegligible (ii) if A ⊆ B ⊆ X
and A is conegligible then B is conegligible (iii) if 〈An〉n∈N is a sequence of conegligible
sets, then
⋂
n∈NAn is conegligible.
.42. Proposition. [10] Let (X,Σ, µ) be a measure space, and F the set of real-
valued functions whose domains are conegligible subsets of X. (i) Show that {(f, g) :
f, g ∈ F , f ≤a.e. g} and {(f, g) : f, g ∈ F , f ≥a.e. g} are reflexive transitive relations
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on F , each the inverse of the other. (ii) Show that {(f, g) : f, g ∈ F , f =a.e. g} is
their intersection, and is an equivalence relation on F .
Proof. First using the definition of conegligible set recall that when f and g are real-
valued functions defined on conegligible subsets of a measure space, then we write
f =a.e. g, f ≤a.e. g or f ≥a.e. g to denote, respectively,
f = g a.e., which means, {x : x ∈ dom(f) ∩ dom(g), f(x) = g(x)} is conegligible,
f ≤ g a.e., which means, {x : x ∈ dom(f) ∩ dom(g), f(x) ≤ g(x)} is conegligible,
f ≥ g a.e., which means, {x : x ∈ dom(f) ∩ dom(g), f(x) ≥ g(x)} is conegligible.
Now consider {(f, g) : f, g ∈ F , f ≤a.e. g}, then it includes (f, f) as f ≤ f
a.e., since, {x : x ∈ dom(f) ∩ dom(f), f(x) ≤ f(x)} is surely conegligible, proving
reflexivity. Also if (g, h) is included then it means g ≤ h a.e., which means, {x :
x ∈ dom(g) ∩ dom(h), g(x) ≤ h(x)} is conegligible,. But this means {x : x ∈
dom(f) ∩ dom(g) ∩ dom(h), f(x) ≤ g(x) ≤ h(x)} is conegligible,. Now using the
clause if A ⊆ B ⊆ X and A is conegligible then B is conegligible, we have {x :
x ∈ dom(f) ∩ dom(h), f(x) ≤ h(x)} is conegligible, implying f ≤ h a.e. proving
transitivity. Similarly once can prove the same for other relation. It is easy to observe
that these are inverse of each other since {(f, g) : f, g ∈ F , f ≤a.e. g} ⇐⇒ {(g, f) :
f, g ∈ F , g ≥a.e. f}. Now their intersection consists of all real-valued functions
defined on conegligible subsets such that both f ≤a.e. g and f ≥a.e. g is true which
certainly means {(f, g) : f, g ∈ F , f =a.e. g}. Reflexivity and transitivity are verified
as in earlier cases while symmetry newly holds now since {(f, g) : f, g ∈ F , f =a.e.
g} ⇐⇒ {(g, f) : f, g ∈ F , g =a.e. f} proving that it is an equivalence relation.
A real-valued function f for which there is a conegligible set E such that the
restriction of f to E, fE is measurable, is called virtually measurable. Recall
D ∼ X if D4X ∈ N where N is null-ideal of subsets of X and ∼ is an equivalence
relation on ΣX . But since µ(X4D) = µ(X \ D) = 0 for a measurable set D ⊆ E
where E is conegligible, hence a virtually measurable function is a real-valued function
whose domain is some member of the equivalence class X•.
.43. Definition. Let (X,Σ, µ) be a measure space, L0 or L0(µ) is the space of real-
valued functions f defined on conegligible subsets of X which are virtually measurable
or fE is measurable for some conegligible set E ⊆ X.
.44. Definition. Let (X,Σ, µ) be a measure space, L0X is the space of all real-valued
functions f : X → R defined on X which are measurable.
.45. Remark. Most standard references use the same symbol for a function in L0
or L0X and for its equivalence class in L
0, however it should be noted that the space
L0 is larger than the space L0X and for every f ∈ L0 there is a g ∈ L0X such that
g =a.e. f . Also whereas L
0
X is a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space, L
0 is not even a
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linear space since its members are not defined at every point of the underlying space
therefore not quite measurable. More precisely their restrictions to some conegligible
subsets are measurable which emphasized by using the term virtually measurable.
If we write N for the subspace of L0X consisting of measurable functions that are
zero almost everywhere (f = 0 a.e., means, {x : x ∈ X, f(x) = 0} is conegligible,
where 0 is constant zero function on X) then the quotient space L0X/N is identical
to the Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space L0(µ), as ordered linear space. We shall
evade the distinction between L0X and L
0(µ) in most arguments of this thesis since the
Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space L0X parallels the Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space
L0(µ) very closely and most propositions such as Proposition 2.11 involving only
countably many members of these spaces hold for both of them. Thus we shall deal
with L0 primarily and almost all of propositions and other properties involving L0 are
also valid for L0X .
.46. Proposition. [11] If (X,Σ, µ) is a measure space, then we have the following
basic properties, corresponding to Theorem .41:
(a) A constant (real-valued) function defined almost everywhere in X belongs to
L0.
(b) f + g ∈ L0 for all f , g ∈ L0 (since if fF and gG are measurable, then
(f + g)(F ∩G) = (fF ) + (gG) is also measurable).
(c) cf ∈ L0 for all f ∈ L0 and scalar c ∈ R.
(d) f × g ∈ L0 for all f , g ∈ L0.
(e) If 〈fn〉n∈N is a sequence in L0 and f = supn∈N fn is defined almost everywhere
in X, then f ∈ L0.
(f) If f ∈ L0 and h : R→ R is Borel measurable, then hf ∈ L0
(g) L0 is simply the set of real-valued functions, defined on subsets of X, which
are equal almost everywhere to some ΣX-measurable function from X to R. Hint: (i)
If g : X → R is ΣX-measurable and f =a.e. g, then F = {x : x ∈ dom f, f(x) = g(x)}
is conegligible therefore fF = gF is measurable (ii) If f ∈ L0, let E ⊆ X be a
conegligible set such that fE is measurable. Then A = E ∩ dom f is conegligible and
fA is measurable, so there is a measurable g : X → R agreeing with f on A and
g =a.e. f .
We leave the proof for these cases which can be found in [11] 241B.
.47. Definition. For a measure space (X,ΣX , µ), =a.e. is an equivalence relation
on L0(µ). and L0(µ) is defined as the set of equivalence classes in L0(µ) under =a.e..
Corresponding to f ∈ L0(µ), its equivalence class is denoted as f • ∈ L0(µ).
.48. Definition. For a measure space (X,ΣX , µ), and p ∈ (1,∞), Lp = Lp(µ)
is defined as the set of functions f ∈ L0 = L0(µ) such that |f |p is integrable, and
Lp = Lp(µ) is defined as the set of functions {f • : f ∈ Lp} ⊆ L0 = L0(µ).
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